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CHAPTER I 
I.NTROPUCTION 
The serious mistake has often been made in thinking that the 
Sunday School and the church were two separate and independent organ-
izations, where the superintendent has been the leader of the former 
and the pastor the leader of the latfer. It was the concern of the 
writer t o help bridge this gulf, to encourage the pastor and super-
intendent to work hand in hand, and to improve the methods whereby 
this may be attained . Hhere there has been a strong and efficient 
S1mday School there has been a successful church. 
The Problem 
Statement 2f ~ Problem. The problem presented for study 
was: How can the pastors i mprove the Sunday Schools of the Oregon 
Yearly Meeti ng of Friends? 
Purposes of the Problem. The purposes of this study were 
(1) to set forth t he i deal regarding the pastor , superintendent, teachers, 
and the organizat ion to show how these areas will be supervised; (2) 
to set forth the pastor 1 s relation to the Sunday School whereby he 
might help obtain the ideals; and (3) to encourage the church and 
Sunday School to work together in the winning of souls and in the building 
of the pergect man in Christ Jesus . 
Justification f2!: ~ study. 'rhis problem, which has presented 
itself as practi cal rather than theoretical, was justified by its pert-
inency in today 's churches . Many Sunday Schools and churches which 
have not been a united force have failed to keep their young people .. 
I Many pastors feel they have i nsuffident training and exper-ience in the work of the Sunday School; therefore they Clo not part-
icipate. Others do n0t have the vision of the program and are not 
convinced of the good that can be ac complished through it. Some be -
lieve it is their duty to elevate full time t o the congregation, thus 
t urn the entire progr am over to the superintendent . Pastors who have 
t wo charges mlll.st be at one duri ng the Sunday School hour or the other, 
yet they may do a great deal for thei r Sunday School. 
Churches t hat have built effective Sunday Schools have found 
that the Sunday Schools have bui+.t the church. Therefor e , if. a pastor 
i s what he ought to be, or what he needs to be , in knowledge, in ab-
ility, in spirit and in purpose, his Sunday School will be what it 
ought to be r el ative to its organization, leadership and membership. 
This was t he first time a study of this kind has been done in 
the Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends , therefore it will proYe to be 
an aid to this ar ea where the "Quaker" doctrine is proclai med . The 
questiorm.aires were designed to aid the teachers, superint endents, and 
pastors to evaluate their local Sunday School. 
Scope of the Study. The writerhas limited the study to the 
pastor ' s supervision of the Sunday School in the Oregon Yearly Meet ing 
of Friends . The study of administration, methods , equipment, evange-
lism, has been complete only to the extent as to how these areas ar e 
supervised. Many factors are not coutrolled, such as specific problems 
and unique situations. 
2 
Definition of Terms 
Pastor. A term for the office of pastor commonly used in the 
, / 
New Testament was 'TT' d" ko1fo5 ( episkoP._os i It was used in I Timothy 3 :1; 
Titus 1:7; and three other New Testament referen~es. The Word was 
derived from tTfltTJ<oJriw (episk'ope~ meaning to "look upon", "to in-
' /' IJ 
spect", hence "to oversee", ·so c1rGtSfl07ToS ( episkopps~ An overseer 
i s a man charged with responsibility of seeing that things are done 
rightly. Thus in C!lristian literature it refers to the head overseer 
of any Christian Churcho This was the meaning in which the term pastor 
was used in this study. 
Supervision o "Supervision" is a term that has been used rather 
loosely in educational circles in general and in religious education 
in particularo The nature and function of supervi s i on has been more 
clearly understood by dist inguishing it from administrationo Adnrin-
istration has to do with the organizing and promoting of religious 
education whereas supervision has to do with the improvement of re-
ligious educationo It has been the technical term used to describe 
those activities and efforts designed to increase the effectivenes s 
of the educative process. 
Sunday School. The Sunday School has been an organization 
which, when properly understood, has lived and moved and had its being 
in the churches. It has been t he educational unit of the church. It 
has been in the church, of the church, and for the churcho 
The Procedure 
Questi©:ma.ires . Quest:kinm.ires were sent to the fifty-two churches 
3 
in the Oregon Yearly Heeting of Friends , one for each pastor , one for 
the Sunday School superintendent, and one for each teacher . Forty-
three churches returned ques t ionmaires, ..rith f orty- hro pas tors, thirty-
ei ght superintenr'lents and 290 teachers responding . This was a littl e 
better than an eighty per cent r espons e o Al l ~uesti.bnnaires were tab-
ula.tea ; then research was made in accepteo books i n the field by which 
a standard or ideal was made; then the next step was to compare these 
two sources . 
Statement of Organization of ~ Paper . The second chapter en-
t itled "Supervision and the Supervisorn ~ was written as a window for 
i nsight to the foll owing chapt ess. The pastor is to i mprove the Sun-
day School by sunervision; therefore it is essential that he knows what 
supervision i s . The thirc1 chapter uas entitled, "The Pastor" . This 
i s the core of the thesis, for it speaks more directly concerning the 
pastor ' s rel ation to the Sunday School. I t i s placed next in order, 
since t he folloHing chapt ers contribute J.. • • t..O llJ o The f om0 th cha pt er 1 as 
enti tled , "The Superintenc!ent" . The pastor must wor}: with the superi n-
tendent, thus this chapter immediately f oll ows . That whi ch i s expected 
of the Super i ntendent as unfolded . The fift h chapter, entiitled , "~vang-
elism a.nd the Pastor '', is next in order since the evangelist i c emphasis 
is common to both superintenoent and pastor alike . I t has gi ven the 
pastor ' s responsibility towards the ...,ame . The sixth chapter, 11 The Teacher" , 
gives t he place of the t eacher in the organization of the Sunday School. 
I t also has mac.e clear the pas tor 1 s respons i biJ.i ty to t he teaching process . 
The last chapter compares the fincUngs of the actual with the ideal as 
revealed i n former chapt ers . 
CHAPTER II 
SUPERVISION AND THE SUPERVISOR 
Introduction. In this chapter a number of definitions of 
supervision were given to guide the pastor into his proper place 
in the Sunday school. Also, the functions of supervision were out-
lined by several authors, however, specific supervision, that is, 
supervision of a given problem, was not considered for every situation. 
It was the purpose of this chapter to give a basis for the following 
chapters in which different areas of the Sunday schools of the 
Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends were evaluated, and the ideals set 
forth. 
Supervision Defined. Supervision has been classified to 
some extent by seeing what it is not and in what ways it has differed 
from other fields of leadership. 
Supervision has differed from administration in that 
administration has organized and set up the operation of a school, 
whereas supervision has sought to advise the existent organization 
in such a manner as to produce tangible results of the highest value. 
1 Supervision has begun where administration has left off. 
Supervision has legitimately been classed as fault finding. 
It has not been the function of a supervisor merely to be destruct-
ively critical. It has been, however, of course, a major duty of the 
supervisor to discover and call attention to defects and mistakes in 
teaching and leading. Teachers being corrected should have gained the 
impression that the supervisor was concerned primarily in giving aid. 
To strengthen them as leaders, and to enable them to prevent the re-
6 
currence of the mistake observed. The supervisor should have called 
attention to the strong features and commendable aspects of teaching 
2 
and leading as well. Criticism has been both :favorable and unfavorable. 
Supervision has been called "snoopervision" in that it was 
merely spying. Many teachers and leaders have resented supervision 
because of this mistaken concept. Supervision involves observation 
of a type far removed from spying. Teachers and other workers were 
justified in resenting such an attitude on the part of those acting 
as supervisors. 3 
An earlier concept of supervision according to E. Coffman was 
as follows: The business of a supervisor has been to cast a genial 
influence over his schools, but otherwise he was not to interfere 
with the work. Many teachers in the church school have reported that 
about all many superintendents and ministers did was to break into 
the middle of the class session to pat some child on the bead and to 
smile beamingly on the pupils. This was not real supervision. 4 R. D. 
Heim stated that the definition of supervision has changed. "Once", 
he said, nthe supervisor was the teacher of a special subject or a 
person who correlated the activities of various departments"'• 5 
Some misconceptions of supervision were stated above. The follow-
ing bas given some definitions of supervision. 
nNow the supervisor is a master technician avail-
able to help those who are less mature in their 
experience. Supervision more broadly has the purpose 
of improving the acts which occur when a learner 
meets a leader. More narrowly, it is personal 
guidance of workers, on the job, for the improve-
ment of their work and results. Somewhere it has 
been popularly defined as two or more people 
tackling a problem that otherwise one would have 
faced alone. Elsewhere certain names for the super-
vision have been used which help to describe the 
taskteaching consgltant; helping teaching; and 
worker counselor. 
7 
The above definition has given one area of supervision but has 
failed to include its function outside the teaching realm. 
Another definition was given: 
"To supervise means, fundamentally to look 
over , survey, inspect. Supervision exercises the 
functions of oversight and direction, so a super-
visor is a person who exercises general control 
over an enterprise. A supervisor is a leader; but, 
although all supervisors are leaders not all leaders 
are supervisors. The term supervisor is much more 
specific. 
In the use of the term leadership we have had 
in mind the work of administrators, superinten-
dents, teachers and officers in the field of 
religious education. In our use of the term 
supervisor we have had in mind the particular 
work of oversight and direction of effort within 
the teaching area, with reference to the attain-
ment of the highest possible education results. 117 
The above definition bas enlarged the scope of the term super-
vision, in that the idea of overl60king, surveying and inspecting 
has been included in the definition. 
The term "supervision" has been used in religious education 
only in recent years, therefore it has not been clearly understood 
and was used to designate many things that are not supervisory in 
character. 
F. M. McKibben gave the following concept of supervision: 
"In general, supervision has to do with 
the improvement of religious education. It is 
a technical term used t ·o describe those activities 
and efforts designed to increase the effective-
ness of the educative process. In the last analysis 
it -is concerned with afuding and guiding pupil 
growth, for the school of whatever character is 
seeking to bring about the most effective growth 
and development of its pupils. Such improvement 
is brought about through the improvement of the 
teaching-learning process itself. In its most 
comprehensive sense supervision aims to secure 
the improvement and unification of all forces 
depended upon for carrying on the edugation of 
the pupil or the work of the school. 11 
The last definition has probably been one of the best given in that 
8 
it took into account all forces which improve education of the pupil. 
Collings suggested the following lines of supervising guidance, 
namely guidance in the choice of teaching difficulties in the cons-
truction of teaching procedures, in the execution of teaching procedures, 
and in measuring teaching improvements.9 
The aim and goal of supervision has not been better equip-
ment, better teaching procedure, or better curriculum primarily, 
but that the life of the child mightbe improved, nevertheless, its 
aim was to improve these areas in order to bring to pass the latter. 
Function .Qf. Supervision. Hosie defined the f unction of super-
vision as that of democratic leadership to the end that pupils of 
the school may make the largest possible growth in desirable ideals, 
interests, knowledge, power, and skills with the least waste of 
10 
energy, and the greatest amount of satisfaction to all concerned. 
Another author gave the following brief statements con-
cerning the functions of supervision: 
"Adequate supervision occupies itself chiefly 
with the teaching processes and with the •moraals -~ 
of the school. Accordingly the supervisor-in tne 
first place observes and criticizes the aims 
and guiding principles employed by the teachers, 
and defines and oversees their work; second, 
outlines general lesson assignments; third, he 
suggests projects, plans and methods in connection 
with the instruction that is given; fourth, he 
advises with regard to the purchase and use of 
maps, charts, pictures, library books, and re-
ference books and pamphlets, as well as such 
other material as may aid in the performance 
of the teacher's task; fifth, he deals with in-
dividual dirferences amongst teachers; and sixth, 
he strives constantly for improvement of the 
teaching and official service; seeking by every 
possible means the elelition of the tone and 
spirit of the school. 11 
9 
Since supervision has sought to improve the weak places, what 
have been the causes for losses which could have and should have been 
avoided? This question was one which has been asked by every wise 
supervisor. Doctor Gage enumerated the following: 
The teacher problem 
Lack of Christian spirit 
Poor organization 
Crowded conditions 
Failure to win the pupil for Chrf~t and to build 
him into the life of the church. 
Barr and Burton gave seven functions of supervision which 
were conceived in the field of public education. The church has 
no doubt been slow in learning from secular education, however, 
there was profit in the following for religious education. 
(1) The direct improvement of classroom teaching. 
(2) The general improvement of t eachers in service. 
(3) The selection and organization of the 
materials of instruction. (4) Research and experimental study of the problems 
of teaching. 
(5) The evaluation of the effectiveness of teaching. 
(6) The development and maintenance of ~orale, 
e:s:prit de corps. 
(7) The performance of prof~ssional and semi-
administrative duties. 
It has already been evident that supervision was concerned 
with · specialization. The supervisor was found to be one who was 
master of the work of the school and able to find and recommend 
remedies for any defect found which would lring about better results 
in ihe class. 
The supervisor is also concerned with the curriculum of the 
school. There is a correlation made between the actual subject matter 
10 
taught and the matter that should have been taught. A well-balanced 
L 
curriculum is needed to best build christian character, and the main-
taining of that balance was the work of supervision.14 
McKibben gave five functions of supervision which included 
curriculum, namely: 
(1) To diagnose the educational situation in 
order to discover what is right and what 
is wrong in the factors entering into it, 
tracing causes of efficiency and poor re-
sults to their sourees. 
(2) To prescribe remedies and make sure of those 
factors which will bring about a better 
educational situation and better results. 
(3) To keep the objectives of the school clearly 
before the minds of all who are working in 
the school, including the children. (4) To develop a comprehensive and balanced 
curriculum by which these objectives may 
be achieved. 
(5) To test teacherf5with respect to the results being achieved. 
Heim noted that classroom instruction was not the total area 
of supervision, but said, 11 the supervisor is interested in what takes 
place when leaders meet their pupils in a unit of activity."16 He 
added, 11In particular the supervisor seeks to work with problem 
"t t• ., l? Th · si ua ions' • e supervisor was 
18 
causes and suggest remedies. 
to observe symptoms, diagnose 
He divided the technique of supervision into three areas. 
(1) A preliminary conference with the worker 
involved. 
(2) A visit at the session in which the worker 
leads. 
(3) A conference with the worker after that visit.19 
Heim then gave the broader task of the supervisor by including the 
improvement in such areas and through such methods as the following: 
Fostering the many forms of leadership education. 
Improving the equipment and its management. 
11 
Establishing better leadership selections. 
Using standards and goals for the schools and tests, and 
measures for pupils. 
Securing better use of records, reports and surveys. 
Reorganizing. 
Suggesting better administrative management. 
Providing more adequate financial support. 
Educating the entire constituency of the congregation about 
its school. 
Cultivating morals. 
Building for better relations with the home. 
Developing co-operatively _on improved curriculum.20 
This list has been the most comprehensive and included all that 
the writer comprehended would be supervised in tie Friends Sunday 
school. 
The supervisor has been given his task and supervision has 
been defined by several authors. In this thesis the task of super-
vision has been placed in the hands of the pastor, for very few 
of the churches of the Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends could a~ford 
to hire a supervisor. However, preachers who have little interest 
in the Sunday school would do more harm than good. Hence, the writer 
endeavored to clarify the pastor's place in the Sunday school as 
supervisor. 
In short, supervision aimed to improve the quality of the 
service rendered to the Sunday school. It has been in the realm 
of improvement and not in the realm of constructing a new organization. 
The supervisor himself has been one who assisted in the problems of' 
growth and development. 
Conclusion. Thus supervision is not administration, destructive 
criticism, spying, nor merely casting a genial influence of the school. 
Rather supervision is improving an active organization by constructive 
criticism. Tbe function of superV:ision is to locate the weak places 
of the entire school organization and replace better ideas for the inferior. 
·.·. 
C.t:iAP'l'ER .Lil 
THE PASTUR 
Introduction. This chapter has directed att.~ntion to the pastor 
in gener al supervision of the Sunday school. l t gave the ideal quali1'i-
cations of a pastor plus the qualifications 01' the pastors of Oregon 
Yearly .Meeting of Friends, who have been "titled" as Friend 1 s pastors. 
The maJor areas of discussion were administration and supervision, while 
the field 01- Evangelism was considered only briefly since a later chapter 
was given fer it~·~'impertant place. '.£'he data o:r the Friends pastor 1 s place 
in their Sunday schools have been given 1·or constructive aid and not for 
destructive p-..1rposes in order that i mprovement may Ce attained. 
~ Relation of ~ Sunday School ~ ~ Church. Tpe pastor of the 
( 
church i~<the pastor of every activity of · the church. '!'he pastor should 
have under no circumstances ever been crowded out of the Sunday school for 
he is l!! sponsible for the spiritual guidance of' the entire congregation. 
l t is his duty ~i at all times to have complete information concerning the 
teachers in the school, the lesson helps, the arrangement of cla.ssess, the 
·, 
books that are bought 1·or the school and re commen:led to children. ln short, 
1t is the pastor• s place to have his finger on the pulse of the Sunday school •. e 
Many pastors have felt they have had insui"ficient tra.ining and ex-
perience in the work of the Sunday school, therefore they did not parti-
cipate. Others did not have the vii:;ion of the program and were not con-
vinced of the good that could be ecomplished through it. Some belreved 
it was their duty to devote i "ull time to the congregation, a.nd so they 
21 
turned the entire program over to the superintendent and the teachers. 
Pastors who have promoted their Sunday schools have indirectly 
promoted the church service, because statistics have shown that the 
largest share of church members have come from the Sunday school. 
During the past quarter of a century approx-
. imately o5 per cent of all church members either 
by baptism or by letter, have come out oi' the 
Sunday school enrollment. When it is considered 
that only about 30 per cent of the white population 
is enrolled in Sunday school, this fact looms with 
gre~ter significence. That is to say, o5 per cent 
of all church members have come from the 30 per 
cent of the white population enrolled in Sunday 
school. On the other hand only 15 per cent of 
the total church members have come f\om the '70 per 
cent of the white population that is not in Sunday 
school. 22 
._, No single individual has done more toward strengthening and 
building the Sunday School than the pastor, yet tne pastor has some-
times been the chie.f cause of a languishing Sunday school. lJ .No 
13 
program for strengthening and building the Sunday school has succeeded 
unless the pastor of the congregation has been behind it. Christian 
education is not e.n insigni1'icant and trifling part of the church 1 s 
work which may be conveniently ignored, but is a vital part o1 the 
·Saviour's Great CoilllLission to this his church. It, therefore has called 
-;,4 
for the pastor's presence in the Sunday school. 
The Sunday School Digest encouraged the pastor to be behind the 
Sunday school by saying: 
''Nr. Pastor, whatever the nature 01· your 
Sunday school forward movement, it is in your 
Hands l You are toprank:i.ng man in building the 
school. Campaigns, surveys, goal reaching pro-
grams attendance building drives--all these 
depend upon your hands and feet, plus a grain 
literally filled with plans i deas, campaign 
slogans, and a warm heart,. ~hrilled with the 
joy of christian service" o l 
According to the "Constitution and Disciplline of the Oregon 
Yearly Meeting of Friends", the pastor is the supervisor 01· all the 
departments oi' his church. The ilDiscipline" has stated the following: 
nThe pastor may fulfill his part by carry-
ing on, in addition to his pulpit mini stry, a 
program of systematic calling in the homes of 
members and other attenders by individual coun-
selling, by giving attent i on to the sick and 
bereaved, and by helping the needy in the name 
of the c hurch. He should moreo>rer, erni(::l8.Vvr tu 
encourage the deps.rtments of his church, such 
as the commi"t;tees appointed by the meeting and 
shall exercise a..ny needful supervision over their 
activities, leading incentives and encouragement 
when needed and giving adv-:i.ce end instruction 
for the proper functioning of these agencies. 
He may assist them further by presenti ng special 
messages on the special phases of their worko 
He should not in any sense , dominate the vvork 
of the meeting but should strive to bring every 
office and committee to fulle1~ acti·rity and 
efficiency, with each reachin g e.nd maintaining 
complete responsibility for the performance of 
its duties n 0 26 
Qual ifi c at i ons of the Pastor e It was found that a defi nite 
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knowledge of the Sunday school and its methods are essentials for the 
mi nister who is to give guidance . 27 However , in educational re -
quirements the Fri ends have been somewhat lax . The requirements 
have been in regard to the call, the gifts , and the test of ex-
periencee However , the ttDisci pline of the Oregon Yearly Meeting 
of the Friends n has not given any requi rements of education s·!:;anding 
f or entrance into the mini stry. The ministry and overs i ght recog-
nized a member ' s call , enc ouraged the member to exe:rcise the gift 3 
and to thrust him out into acti ve service o Whsn the minister has 
preac hed two years and the local meeting on mini stry a...nd oversight 
has been thoroughly satisfied that the person under consideration has 
had a gi ft in the ministry, both by hear i ng him and conferring with 
him as to his cal l , the meeting has sent t o the monthly meeting a 
report of its consideration action . 
If the monthly meeting did not concur , the action did not go eny 
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farther. lf the monthly meeting acted 1·avorabl ,_. , t.he ac-~ion was :eported 
to the meeting on ministry and oversight, which in turn noti1.ied the 
per son concerned and asked him to prepare a writ ten statement of his 
belief in the f undamental and distinctive doctrines 01· the christian 
faith as held by Friends. 
The clerk oi' the local meeting on ministry and oversight then 
forwarded the writ-r,en statement , together with a !'port of both its 
own action and that of the monthly meeting to the quarterly meeting 
() 
on mi nistry an oversight. A committee, appointed by the quarterly 
meeting, acted upon it and the action was sent to the Ye arly Meeting. 20 
The poi nt which the writer wanted to expose was that the 
educational qualifications were absen-c. .l t has been true that, men 
have not become ministers by mere training, however, ministers, who 
have had t he call, must 11ave receive d. preparation. 
It was i nteresting to not e that twenty-six or the forty-two 
pastors, who answered the que s tionnaire , had receiv::)d their Bachelor 
ot Arts degree, but only rive majored or mi nored in Reli gious 
Education, and s1xt.een had training 1n secular e ·1ucational procedure 
w::.ile t hirteen had done graduate work , six earning degrees, 01· which 
two were the Be.cnelor 01· Divim.ty· j egree. .l!'ifteen had other types of 
training which would assist in Sunday school t e aching and ad-
ministration, while ~en have had ocper1ence in teaching public school ; 
private schools or Colleges. Only three held a Yearly Meeting 
Off ice related to the Sunday' school or program 01· Christian Education. 
Accordingly, sixt.een had not graduated :rrom a college and seventeen 
had not received any ·training in . Christian Education. 
lt has been 5sumed that pastor s should be educated, in this 
day , t o t ile ext en1:. or a co.Hege degree , and :most. progressive churches 
nave r •3qu.ired a Semi nar,-; degree or a conference course of study. More 
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over, most progr e s sive jnstitut:ions f"or the tra:~ning of mi n i sters have 
pr ov ided courses in Christ ian .'.}:lucation with speci al reference to 
the l oc2l church. The ministerial student should have availed himself 
of at least one or two such courses so that when he has ·taken up his 
active duties in the field he would not only be prepared for the pul-
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pit, but for leadership in the Sunday school. 
Twenty-two of the mi nisters of the Friends church have read in-
formation on Sunday school supervision, twenty-four have read church 
administration material, and twelve informed themselves on Sunday 
school equipment. Seven ministers, questioned , did not read anything 
concerning Sunday school methods or Sunday school supervision, or Sun-
day school administration of Sunday school equipment whereas, the ideal 
minister bas equippei.dbimself in his educational work by studying the 
best books published on the subject, reading first the book's that have 
t>een concerned with general field, and then those which specialized in 
certain areas. 30 
~ Administration of ~ Pastor. Administration and super-
vision a.re not the same, therefore administration is an area which the 
supervisor has revaluated and has sought to i mprove. Thirty -:eight of 
the Friend's Sunday schools have organized Sunday school Councils which 
the pastor attended. 'I'hirty pastors took the leadership.:im these meetings, 
whereas, sixteen eted as an advisor to the council and none of the pastors 
were directors of Christian Education of their local church. Although 
most of the pastors attended the council meetings, only twenty-one spent 
time other than that on Sunday school. The pastors, who did give added 
time to the Sunday School, spent as high as fifty per cent of all their 
time to this administration, however, the average was twenty-five per 
cent. The Sunday schools which were progressing the most were those 
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where pastors were spending at least thirty per cent of their time in 
that direction. 
Dr. Clarence H. Benson felt that two extremes have been taken 
by pastors in regard to their administration of the Sunday school. 
One mistake ·which some pastors have made was to leave its administra-
tion entirely in the ha.YJ.ds of lay workers, and the other mistake was 
to have complete direction of the School . 31 IiJevertheless , the pastor 
has been responsible for the Sunday school. 
It was Dr . William E. Hatcher in his book entitled, '.Ihe Pastor 
and the Sunday School, who said: 
11A minister who cannot thoroughly identify 
hims elf with his S1m day school ought not to be 
a pastor o Unfi tness for" service in this cardi-
nal branch of Christian activity amounts to a 
disability. To be useless in that department . 
of church work which has to do with the study 
of the Scriptures and with the salvsxion of the 
young is to offer an overwhelming argument a gainst 
one's worthiness of a pastoral charge".32 
The ideal minister has been- present at every meeting of the 
Sunday school organization. Very often he has been able to give wise 
counsel and has taken a deep interest in all reports, suggestions for 
betterment and the pro blems presentedo33 
.Another reason for the pastor keeping his hand on the Sunday 
school has been to keep the church a ctivities and the Su_YJ.day s chool 
activiti es from conflicting. Only fifteen Friend's pastors made a 
calendar of all church and Sunday school activities. In planning the 
program of the Sm1day school~ it is well for the Board of Education 
to call a meeting of all the congregation earl y in the year for the 
purpose of discussing the total parish program of education for the 
year.34 
Supervision of the Pastor o It has been found that it is the 
pastor's duty to have general oversight of the Sunday school, not in 
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the realm of an ~ecutive officer, but rather by counselling and advising.35 
Thi~ thirty-eight Friend 1 s ministers have done. 
As for teaching a Sunday school class, no definite rule has been 
established. Arthur Flake said: 
n'I'here is no rule to govern what the pastor 
should do at this point. If he wants to cesch 
a class, he should do so by all means. Nany 
past0rs get great joy out of teaching a class 
of men. Pastors also testify that. they have been 
able to broaden and strengthen their ministry 
this way. Some men will join the pastor 1 s class 
who would not otherwise attend the Sunday school. 
Likewise, many fine men can asily be enlisted 
to assist in building the pastor's class who 
could not be induged to serve elsewhere in the 
Sunday School. 11 3 
It was noted that twenty-one Friend 1 s pastors taught . a Sunday 
School class regularly, and four were substitute teachers. 
Successful pastors made Sunday school attendance a ~. Their 
presence has encouraged the superintendent as well as all the other 
officers and teachers. Another purpose for prompt attendance has been 
to study the school before it opens and during the period of opening 
worship
0
37 One Friend's pastor qid not attend the Sunday School and 
another only sometimes. 
In order to make a close study of the school in operation, 
pastors had a substitute teacher replace them once a month, at which 
time they visited the classea 9. 3~ Thirteen .of the pastors answering the 
questionnaires reported that they had done just that, however, there 
were several purposes which prompted them among which were the following 
reasons: to note the work of the teachers; to become more f arciliar 
with the Sunday school, and to sow interest in the school. 
The efficient supervisor has developed skill in visiting the class-
room to the end that his visit has been profitable to himself, a.gree able 
and helpful to the teacher, and l east disturbing to the work of the 
class. He has occupied an inconspicious place during his visit and, 
if compelled to leave that class , he has slipped out as quietly and 
unnoticed as possible. 39 
It is necessary for the supervisor to develop skills a nd to 
utilize instrill;9.ents that would enable him to pass beyond the mat.ter 
of .personal opinion to a more or l ess object ive evaluation of the 
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work of the teacher. The steps of procedure have i ncluded the follow-
ing: (a) securing the facts through personal observation, (b) making 
a careful analysis and interpr,e tation of the f acts, and (c) outlining 
remedi a l and corrective measur es. 40 . 
Various char ts for class supervision have been suggested 1one 
_,... 
of which Irene Catherine Smith placed in her book entitled , Solving 
Church School Problems. It read as follows: 
SUPERVISOR'S CHART 
Thank you for your hospitality. I was glad 
for the privilege of visiting your class in order 
to l earn to know your pupils better and to become 
better acquainted with the work being done in 
your department. 
I l iked alot of t hings about your class 
on Among these were: 
_Your personal appearance, which was very neat 
and showed thoughtful consideration for your 
i mportant work. 
_The pleasant, fri endly atmosphere which you 
create in your classroom. 
_The manner in which you int erest and gain the 
attention of your pupils and the way in which 
they r espond to you. 
_The evidence that you meet the children at other 
times than during your class session - by visiting 
them in their homes or seeing them in other places. 
_The r esourceful way in which you had prepared for 
many activities through which your pupils might l earn 
the Christian way of life and the necessary skills 
and information by which to live the good life. 
~The obvious fact that you study books and magazines 
which will help you to do a better teaching job 
in your work of helping to build the kingdom of God. 
I did think your work would probably be more 
effective if you: 
:_would have your class sessions a little more 
carefully planned, with your aim a little more 
accurately thought through. · 
_Would have more variety of method in your class 
sessions. (Perhaps you do change your method from 
Sunday to Sunday - this helps your pupils to come 
to your class in an expectant mood. 
_Would provide for more activities (purposeful 
ones, not too difficult:} through which your 
pupils can gain knowledge and Christian skills. 
_Would' plan your questions so they would require 
more thought for answering-avoid questions that 
can be answered with one word except on written 
quizzes. 
_Would improve the physical appearance of your 
classroom-look about and see what you yourself 
could do about it. 
_Would give more attention to the ventilation, 
temperature, seating, lighting, and other 
physical comforts of your pupils. 
_Wou.ld arrive earlier in your classroom and 
pla.n for some interesti::-i g pre-session activ-
ities for your pupils. 
A personal note: 
The idea of rating charts has been new to Friendls pastors 
thus only two have even used rating scales and standards to evaluate 
even the total program of Christian Education. 
The Pastor and Teaching Training: There has been no need of 
argument in this day of advanced Sunday School methods for the 
necessity of teacher training. Teacher training has preceded and not 
followed the attempt to solve Sunday school problems. 42. It was Leavell 
who said: 
"A real school is impossible without real 
teachers, and real teachers are impossible with-
out teacher training. Make the beginning at 
te acher training, keep it going, end there can 
be only one result-improvement and ~v~~e- 43 
ment at all points of the school activities. 11 
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Said NToore in his Preacher Probl ems: 
A Sunday school without teachers is like 
a wagon ·without wheels; an d this is often t he 
reason the Sunday school is practically a 
failure. I do n ot mean that the Sunday 
school may not have a plentiful s upply of 
what are c alled teachers o I thin.le that many 
schools have only pretenses for teachers-
peopl e who are wholly incompetent to do the 
work assigned to them . In my judgment the 
best t alent of every church should be u s ed in 
the way it should go, it will not depart from 
this way when it grows old, then surely ther e 
is no more important work to be found in the 
whole area of the religious world than teach-
ing the young. But s ome way or other many 
h ave concluded that almost a..nyone c an teach a 
cl ass in the Sunday school. The main thing 
is thought to be to possess the ability or 
tact to interest the children , whet her they 
are instructed or not. But the main diffi-
culty is not met by this loose dis position of 
the c as e . Many of the t eachers are not only 
incompetent to instruct, but are wholly i n-
competent to keep from instructing wronglyo 
They mi slead the children . They teach them 
what is not true . This teaching is often 
vicious and does i nfini tely more h arm than 
goodo I think I c a.n se.fely say that in 
cl asses themselves rather than attempting to 
teach others . This fac t is a great drawback 
to the usefulness of the Sunday School of the 
present day/1:4 
It was observed tha t only t wenty Friend ' s pastors lmevv what 
each teacher was teaching, only fourteen lmew how each t ee.cher was 
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t eaching his cl ass , only nineteen couns ell ed with their teachers con-
cerning teaching procedure , and only twenty held s peci al cl asses for 
the t eachers in order to teach them how to t eac h . 
Even a bootblack has had to l earn his trade i n order to be a 
success at it. It has been absurd, yes, it has been wors e t han that, 
it has been a crime committe d agai nst the children of the church , to 
put people at the head of Sunday School cl asses who have never learned 
to teach. The ideal ha s been , therefore, to let no one be permitted to 
teach in the Sunday School who has not been trained for the work ., The 
subject taught.is of too great importance and the Sunday School hour 
too short to permit untrained teachers to -take charge. 45 
Teaching has been governed by, laws that have as definite and 
discernible foundati ons laws of nature. The man who has expected a 
harvest of wheat or corn has had to obey certain laws, for he knows 
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to violate these laws has brought about defeat, and so it has been with 
46 teaching. 
Eighty-five per cent of the success of Sunday School bas de-
pended upon the teacher and good teachers have made good Sunday Schools. 
'l'he pastors have found it effective to spread abroad throughout a city 
or community that the teachers of his church have been required to hold 
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a diploma. 
'I'he teachers of the Friend 1 s churches who were as a whole, the 
most eff ective in teaching, were those who were attending or had grad-
uated from college; next to them were those who were attending or had 
graduated from a Bible School. Those who were school teachers were by 
a large margin more effective in Sunday School teaching than were those 
of otlier professions. This· has been added proof of the need of trained 
teachers. 
Since volunteer teachers have been used for the Sunday School, 
it has been difficult to procure a good teaching staff. The very very 
best qualified young people and men and women have been enlisted for the 
Sunday School teacher's staff. 'I'he first qualification has been christian 
consecration; the second, teaching ability. 48 
Several ways of organizing a teacher's training course have been 
suggested. Some commu.~ities have had community churches and have com-
bined to provide leadership. Others have arranged for studying and taking 
examinatiJns by mail. 49 However, a course planned and conducted locally, 
if done with similar or higher standards, has had its advantages. It 
has enabled workers to meet their precise interests and needs in ac-
cordance with their particular equipment, leadership, and pupi ls. 50 
As for the number of training courses several i deas . have been 
given. Some Sunday Schools have held special classes the year around, 
meeting at the same hour the Sunday School meets. 5l Again others have 
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had the course consist of tvelve lessons which spread over twelve weeks 
. I 
every year. 52 
The pastor has been the ideal person to teach the course, however, 
it was noted only nineteen of the Friend 1 s pastors felt t hey were capable 
to teach a teacher traini ng course. Nevertheless, the most eff ective way 
for pastors to make permanent progress ha.s been to 'Ba.ch and train the 
workers i n the churches. 53 
ln regard to teachi ng the teacher training course, some Friend 1 s 
past ors stated as follows: "I have not considered myself a teacher, 11 
11 1 feel so inexperienced myself' that l hardly f eel capable of conducting 
such, 11 and, 11 1 have not myself had any defini te l:aining of this type." 
However; ~ a, plea of ignorance has not removed responsibility. 
uif a pastor is going to direct a Sunday 
School, he should know Sunday School work. 
A doctor has as much right to perform deli-
cate operations without knowing the (humoi body 
as a pastor has to direct a Sunday Scho.ol 
without knowing Sunday school work. ln f act, 
there is no re a son why a pastor should not know 
Sunday School work. The experience of other 
pa stors has been r ecorded in books and lit-
erature, and this information is available 
at small cost f'or any one who will s ecure and 
study it. A pastor can have no optioi.101 at-
titude toward the Sunday School. The Sunday 
school is a church agency, and the pastor is 
the chief leader; and therefore, he does bear 
the chief responsibility for the Sunday school. 11 54 
Since the minister has been ~sponsible for the Sunday School in 
the way of teacher trai ning, 11 every minister should make of himself a 
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complete Sunday-School teacher." 55 
~ Pastor fill9. Evangelismo It has been the task of the pastor to 
tell lost people about the Saviour and to encourage others to do the 
same. Dr. J. M. Fro st has said, "as a force for evangeliz:in:g and bringing 
lost sinners to the Saviour, the Sunday school holds rank among the very 
first agencies of a church. 11 56 The Friend 1 s pastors, responded to the 
question: 11What do you feel is the main objective of the Sunday School·? 11 
Twenty-five reported-- 11 to win the pupils to Christ." They have certainly 
found the wue objective of the ideal Sunday School. 
The subject of 11The Pastor and Evangelism11 has een so geat and 
pertinent that the writer thought it advisable to give one complete 
chapter, which has appeared later, on the subject. 
Conclusion. This chapter has presented evidence that the Sunday 
School is essential to the life of a healthy, gowing, and progessive 
cmurch. Also, the fact that pastors well trained in the work of the 
Sunday School, who attend and oversee the Sunday School are essential 
to the success of this soul saving organism. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE SUPERINTENDENT 
Introduction. This chapter set forth the idea l q1.L.<i.lificat1ons 
of the Superintendent, not ideal in the sense that they are not practical 
but rather ideal because they are practical. Then the duties of the sue-
cessfnl Superint en«Eent were given. The standing of the superintendents 
in the Friend 1 s churches have been placed along beside the ideal in order 
to show where improvement can be made by a Friend's pastor who seeks to 
supervise his Sunday School. The ideal is only ideal in that t he following 
standards have been used by other growing denominations. 
The superintendent has had more to do with the success of the Slm-
day Schools than any other off icer and his word has been authoritative. 
He is not only an example but the sample of his school to those outside 
the church a s well as to his teachers and pupils. His work and life means 
the salvat ion of precious souls. 
The Pastor . and .thg Superintendent. Pas t ors have not be.·en the Sun-
day School superintendent to the highest degTee of success; rather, they 
have had need of the best possible man for the place of the superintendento57 
It has taken both the pastor and the superintendent to run a Sunday School; 
neither have been able to succeed in the highest ideals without the whole-
hearted, intelligent support and co-operation of the other. The work has 
been differentiated as follows: 
.~ · 
"The work of the superintendent is pr a ctical and that 
of the pastor i s i nspirational. The superintendent has 
to do with the mechanical , the pastor with the dynamic. 
The superintendent is concerned with orgam.zing the forces, 
the pastor with their incarnation and their morals. One 
places the soldiers at the front, the other helps keep the 
home fires burning • 11.58. 
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Quali:f_ications of the ~_y School Sunerintendent. It was learned 
that the first qualification of the Sunday School superintendent is to · 
be a consecrated Christian, fully surrendered to the Lord Jesus Christ, 
living daily so that the community regards him as consistent in his pro-
fession.59 The primary question is not, does he dress ·well, look well, 
mix well, talk well, and mean well, but is he a consis.tent Christian? 
All the superintendents of the Oregon Yiearly Leeting Of Friend 1 s have 
qualified in regards to Christian standing. 
Since he has been God's representative he is to keep in touch with 
God for it is God's work. No one needs to pray more than the superint-
endent for he needs wisdom, patience, and proper discernment. He must 
govern his temper, control his tongue, go forward in the face .. of opp-
osition, smile when his heart is heavy, and maintain his optimism in the 
face of discouragements. It is his job to remember in prayer all his 
officers and teachers daily , as well as to pray with the teachers. His 
prayer life must be an exaJTiple to al. He needs the wisdom which only comes 
from above to be able to help every i ndividual in the solution of his 
particular problems.60 
He is a spiritual fervor which sets the school ablaze for God, 
and continually has a compassion for the losto 
The superintendent is in harmony with the doctrines of the church 
for the purpose of the church is his purpose, and he is in full accord 
with her progral!l.. The following characteristics have been found to be 
necessary:: 
n A christian with the confidence of the church and the 
communityo A spirit of genuine interest in others and 
respect for the personality of all. Hature emotional dev-
elopment. He must be patient, fair, democratic, and guide 
others to be their best. Growing in his ovm understanding 
and self-improvement. 11 61 
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Training of the Sunday School Superintendent. The Friend 1 s sup-
erintendents, a s a whole, have had good formal training.. Out of thirty-
nine superintendents, thirty have graduated from high school, twenty-siX 
have attended college or University, with sixteen graduating; and six 
have done graduate work. 
Special training is a must for the superintendent; The reason he 
has been elected to that high office has been because he knows more about 
running a Sunday School efficiently than anyone else in the chm·ch. They 
are not just 11 born11 but made. A man has not succeeded in directing a 
bank, or railroad, or college by only possessing natural ability, but has 
taken careful and painstaking study.. A person may have succeeded i n some 
other type of work but t hat does not mean that he will make a success as 
a Sunday School superintendent, unless, without exception, he has been a 
man who definitel y and thoroughly prepared himself for Sunday School work.62 
There is no substitute fo1• lmowledge. Knowledge has enabled him to work 
intelligently and to keep pace with the impassioned vision of his heart. 
Superintendents of the Friend's churches have varied in their pre-
paration. . Twenty have had training in methods of education and twenty-
one have attended leadership training classes, while fifteen state that 
they have had other types of tra ining which has a ssisted them in their 
work as a superintendent. 
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True , it has not been possible for me...-riy of the superintendents 
to take special courses away from home, nevertheless, every man has 
been able to build up a little library of the best books which has 
broadened his horizon. He has been able to take correspondence 
courses, subscribe to up-to-date journals in the field, a t tend con-
ventions and conferences to get i nspiration and ideas, visit other 
Sunday Schools to get new plans and become acquainted with the best 
of recent literature . 
The Bible however has been the first book for the superintend-
ent to study. .As Woodrow Wilson said: 
It is very difficult for an individual who 
lrn.ows the Scr i pture even to get away from it. 
It haunts him like an old song. It follows him 
like the memory of his mother . It remains with 
him like the word of a reverenced teacher . It 
forms a part of warp and woof of his life. 63 
It is necessary for the superintendent to know the Bi ble be-
cause his personaJ. spiritual needs _require it , and as the textbook of 
the Sunday School the Bible has found first place in his study. With-
out this his life is powerless, pointless end joyless for lack of food 
for the soul . In order to live above the world, enjoy n~N experi-
ences of grace day by day , and lead the Sunday School forces to vie-
tory, his l ife is to be kept fresh by studying the work. He spent 
much time with the Bible because he believed it , loved it , end desired 
that his life would be ri cher , deeper and given in His Holy Word for 
each one of his children.. As the superintendent has realized the ef-
feet of the work upon his ovm life and disco-..rered its value to himself 
perspnally, he has led to a proper appreci ation of the value of Bible 
study to the lives of others.64 
Personal Traits & A pleasing personality is important. This not 
necessarily meant a fascin ating or entrancing personality, but it meant a 
wholesome and friendly and attractive personal i ty. A good superin-
tendent is not cliquish but broad in his friendships. 
ConL~on sense is another quality of efficient leadership. A 
look here ha.s resulted i n needless di visions and pl enty of trouble. 
Above almost all else , sanity, bal anced and admirable corrunon sense 
are needful to train and guide youth in Christian ways. 65 
Insight to understand hmnan nature is an art of importance. 
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The most fruitful way t o receive lmowledge of people is through per-
sonal study of people themselves. 
Jesus knew people. The scriptures say 
that he knew what was in man ; there , he lmows 
how to deal with judgment of them. He knew 
thei r frail t ieso He also knm~ thei r worth and 
thei r possibilities for good . He associated 
with them, he touched elbows with them on the 
busy streets during the hours of business as 
well as in the synago.gue on the sabbath day. 
He studi ed people and lmew them.66 
The ideal superintendents have been con-
scious that he deals with humanity not books, 
people not mac hinery . A leader who has real l y 
led has been sympathetic and approachable. 
Every officer , teacher and pupil have been 
made to feel that here is one who has done his 
bes·t to help them in any problems. 
A loving and understanding symp athy is 
pivotal and determinative . The l arger and 
richer l i fe of ms.n is built by the infinite 
energies of di vine compassion. He who does 
not love does not li ve- - He must l ea.rn the 
lesson of the " love that never faileth. n67 
E:x:ecutive Ability. A good executive is not a 11boss 11 but a 
wise leader . He receives co-operation from others and he himself 
co-operates with the pa.store He does not try to do all the work him-
self but delegates it to his people and do es his best by keeping him~ 
self in the b ackground. He secures he l pers to plan the work but at 
the same t~~e is responsible for the carrying out of those 
plfu""ls. Thou-ggi1 he is hidden in the background 
his whole personality is felt throughout the school and in every 
department of its life and activity.68 
Diplomatic Qualities. Failing to be diplomatic has caused dis-
like, criticism, jealousy, and even hatred. In the little matters it 
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has paid to be tactful lest it become great and wrecked the entire pro-
gram. The superintendent always is willing to listen to the ideas of the 
humblest person. Criticism is taken corr ectly. He never assumes any 
credit for accomplishments, but on the other hand goes .out of his way 
to compliment others for their accomplishments.69 
Aggressive t.?ualities. An exper iment somewhere in the Sunday 
School has helped to keep a spirit of freshness, and that in methods, 
in equipment or i n curriculum. At any rate the aggress ive superintendent 
has not been satisfied with past achievements nor felt that he had ar-
rived at the highest t ype of program for his school. 70 
Variation is a good note, but to be sterotyped grows wearisome. 
When Sunday Schools have been in a rut it very likely is the superin-
tendent 1 s fault. Therefore, he is a person who is adjustable to new ideas 
and puts them to practice. If the Sunday School has been allowed to drift 
a l orgin aimless fashion, the officers, teachers, and pupils become dis-
couraged because of want for aggressive, vigorous policy on the part of 
the superintendent. His policy is to make needed changes innnediately. 
It hasn't paid to wait to see what happens, for it has happened and it 
has been the wrong thing. Aggressiveness on the part of Sunday School 
superintendents is one of the greatest needs in Sunday Schooi.71 
Enthusiastic Q;ualities. Enthusiasm is better understood in its 
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relation to the work of the church when the word itself is defined. It 
literally means "9;od in us. 1172 Enthusiasm is faith in action, commanding, 
convincing, with a conquesting spirit. It is very. contagious. But a 
lifeless superintendent makes a dead Sunday School.73 The successful 
superintendent gives the impression that he loves his work and that he 
would rather be a superintendent than anything else in the world.74 
Three things are necessary to arouse and maintain enthusiasm; 
First, a broad vision; second, adequate information; and third, skill, 
or the ability to do a thing wel1.75 
A vision without a task equals a dream; a task without a vision 
equals a drudgery; but a vision plus a task equals progress. The Word 
has stated, "Where there is no vision, the people perish. 1176 And as 
Flake said, "achievement is always in proportion to vision. 1177 
It is necess'ary fort. the superintendent to be informed. No one 
is enthusiastic about a thing of which he is ignorant. Knowledge of 
the work, how to do the work, the workers, and how to get them to do 
their work preceded enthusiasm.78 
Then the ability to accomplish what the superintendent sees needs 
to be done has taken skill. Skill is needed to analyze situations, dig 
down through problems until the roots are discovered, understand working 
processes, organize effectively and to press on to a satisfactory con-
clusion. "Where anything is growing, one farmer is worth a thousand 
reformars. 1179 It was Flake who said, "Skill is interesting, skill is 
electrifying, skill is sensational, skill is attractive. 1180 
On the other hand, the failing superintendents were pictured in 
the article, "Superintendents who Fail. 11 It read as follows: 
Forge ahead by provoking the other workers. Sub-
stitute emotion for devotion; try to lead without 
knowing what it means to follow; fail to try aspiration, 
inspiration, and perspiration for success; do not 
recognize that the largest room in the world is room 
for improvement; expect the loaves of success to fail 
to them for loafing; often substitute much speaking 
for the golden silence of listening .wait for all ob-
stacles to be removed before attempiing to do the job; 
substitute resolutions for acts~Little is said of the 
resolutions of the Apostles, but much of their acts. 
Deprive themselves of much of life's greatest wisdom-
a supreme knowledge of t he Bible; weight themselves 
dovm not with t he load of their work, but t he load of their 
worr ies; do not delegate authority to others, but run 
a Hone man 11 s chool; do not realize that mechanical prayers, 
as the deacon says, 1 Hill need some 1·epai r s before reaching 
heavenn ; : understock their market of courtesy-the cheapest 
commodity in human relationships; wins arguments at 
the cost of losing scholars and worker; finds .more time 
kicki ng t han pulling; are abusive rather than firm and 
gentle; expect to make progress with a closed mind .81 
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Duties of_ th~ . §_upe:r;j.._nt~~d§_rt. Among the many duties of the sue-
cessful Sunday School superintendent organization is among the first. 
Organization. An unorganized school is frequently a disorderly 
s chool. Now somebody is responsible f or that disorder; but unless the 
Sunday School i s organized, the blame is shifted from one to another and 
disorder continueso82 
B.ecause the invisible church is an organism rather than one organiz-
ation some have hesitated t o give a ttention to it f or fear t hey mi ght i m-
peril t he power of the invisible church by entangling it i n the meshes of 
material mechanism. That idea gi ves many a fear of or g2.nization, and 
r i ghtly so, for t here is a danger in having a mere orgapization without . 
any spiritual l i fe . The church should not sell its spiritual birthright 
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for a: 11 mess 11 of machinery, but it has to have a system to assist its spir-
itual grm.rth. 83 
Our Lord used organization when he proceeded to feed t he five thou-
sand. First, he made a survey of the task, the number to be fed, and the 
resources available. Second, he organized the work and seated the great 
crowa:· by fifties and hundreds and secured an adequate number of workers 
to distribute the provisions. The disciples were used as distributors 
thus creating a system. 84 Paul to the Corinthians said, 11 Let all things 
be done decently and in order. JtSS 
The question, therefore, has been a sked, 11Hhen is organization cbris-
\ 
An organization is christi an when it 
methods to obtain christian objectives. 
aims of an organization must conform to 
~eachings8gr Jesus if that organization its name. 
utilizes Christian 
Both methods and 
the spirit and 
is to be true to 
It was noted that all the F'riend 1 s Sunday Schools were organized, 
in that they have a Superintendent and teachers, however, only twenty-five 
have used the departmental graded system and thirteen had departmental 
superintendents. 
Administration. It goes without saying that the duties of the sup-
erintendent have exceeded that of standing on the platform and conducting 
the 11 opening exercises. 11 87 
The superintendent is the administrative head of the Sunday School, 
and b;:.\S ,often used helpers for the platform work, so that he could be at 
liberty to look after more i mportant matters.88 Thirty-two of the Friend's 
superintendents took charge of the opening assembly program, while only 
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three thought the..t i t we..s the main dut y . During the class sassions it is 
well for him to survey the work done, a lways noting progress and places 
for i mprovement. 89 Seven Friend's super intendents were unable to do t his 
because they were teachers also. 
The wise superintendent is aluays in contact with the minister as 
he plans and promotes t he Sunday School. As has been stated t he pastor 
should always have his hand on thi s area of the church, nevertheless, 
only thirty-one of the Friend 's superintendents consulted with their pastor 
as to plans of the church. The blame, however, has appeared t o be on the 
part of the pastors because only twenty pastors ever dis cussed their dut ies 
with them . 
Clarence H. Benson i n his book entitled ·1The Sunday School in Action 
has given some definite duties of the superintendent, wM.ch a re as f ollows: 
(1) To promote the interests of t he school. 
(2) To direct the general activities of the schoolo90 
(3) To mainta in regular conferences of teachers and 
officers. 
(4). To provide surroundings for the most efficient ·i~ 
tea ching . 
(5) To adopt a program of finance.91 
The superintendent is responsible f or the progTess and development 
of the schoolo. No superintendent is able to do the whole job by himself, 
but surrounds himself with capable people who ar e interested in promoting 
the kingdom of God through the Sunday School. 92 
It is the duty of the superintendent to promote and protect the teaching 
ministry and his supreme purpose in every plan or policy has i n one way 
or another been a means to that end.93 ThaFriend's superintendents have 
been very slack i n this area f or only nineteen know the methods their teachers 
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were using, while just twenty-two had standards for the teachers. Twelve 
visited the classes to find out ·what the teacher was teaching., Three 
visited the classes every other month, five twice a year , and one once 
a year. 
Every educational institution has had regular meetings of the fac-
ulty. Without such meetings for discussion and conference the administ-
ration of efficient organizat ion were impossible, and no corps_ of teachers 
and officers have been able to work toward common ideals with unity of 
thought and action. 94 In this area the Friend 1 s~ superintendents have fallen 
short of the ideal._ None of the Sunday Schools had a weekly meeting. 
Twelve, however, met twice a morj.th, thirteen met every month , and seven 
assembled once a quarter. Those conducting Sunday School council meetings 
varied in co- operation, for only fifty per cent attended nine of the council 
meetings , while seventy-five per cent attended thirteen of the councils, 
and eight councils reported one hundred per cent attendance. 
The superintendent, along with the pastor, is responsible for planning 
a visitation program.95 A monthly visitation day has been succes sful where-
by both absent and prospective pupils have been reachea.96: Yet every 
absent pupil should be visited some time during the week following his 
) 
:i 
absence. In that~-lay the absent pupil is impressed with the fact that the 
Sunday School is interested in him.97 The actual visiting has in part at 
least, been the duty of the teachers and pupils.98 The F-riend's superin;i;.... 
i&J.dents reported the following.. Out of thirty-nine Slmday Schools four 
Sunday Schools sponsored a weekday visitation iJrogram; three Sunday Schools 
had teachers who visited all their pupils; nineteen Sunday Schools had 
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carried on a visita tion program within the past twelve months; seventeen 
Sunday Schools had a uorkable plan of following up absentees; and t wenty-
five superintendents called in the i nterest of thei1~ Sunday School. This 
is one of the weakest places in the Friend 1 s Sunday Schools •. 
It been the place of the superintendent to make the Sunday School 
build the church. The officers have been elected by the church and are 
responsible t o the church . . 11 The purpose of the Sunday School is to build 
the church of which it is a part. 11 -99 
Sometimes the a ccusation is made that the Sunday School 
organization does not co-oper ate with the church.. The 
church should assume the responsibility f or the direction 
and use of the Sunday School. The Sunday School is a pow-
erful and effective church agen cy , and the superintendent 
should see that the Sunday School, all of the Sunday School, 
is put ba ck of the work of the church and that t he Sunday 
School does the work assigned to it by t he church.100 · 
In most rural areas the problem has not been one of putting t he 
Sunday School attendance i nto t he preaching service, but of increasing 
the Sunday School a ttendance. However, the superintendent has been r e ... ~ 
sponsible in maki ng preaching attendance a must .101 As a whore the Friend's 
Sunday Schoohhave done very well in a ttending the Morning Worshi p Ser-
vice, Fi ve superintendents report that one hundred per cent of the 
Sunday School attended churcho Seventeen Sunday Schools had seventy-
five per cent and over stay for the Worship Servi ce. However , seven 
Sunday .Schools were only putting fifty per cent and less of their at-
tendance i nto the preaching Service . 
Conclusiono It has been obsenred that the Sunday Schools which 
have attained high ideals have been the most progressive though no one 
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Fri end 's Sunday School reached all the ideals. On t he other hand 
' some r eached the i deal in s ome areas . By re a ding this chapter every 
superintendent should feel that the ideals are not out of reach since 
the duties which have been set forth have all b een attained in many 
Sunday Schools. Again, every Friend's pastor can see where his Sun-
day School can be i mproved through the superintendents, and where his 
Sunday School stands in rel ation to other Sunday Schools in Oregon 
Yearly Meeting and i n the light of other progressive Sunday Schools 
of other denominations o 
CHAP'l'ER V 
EVANGELISM AND THE PASTOR 
Introduction. In this chapter the writer has sought to show 
the inportance of making evangelism the central power of the Sunday 
School and that it has been the pastor's place to make and spear-
head this emphasis. Moreover, it has brought to light the fact that 
by proper supervision of the teachers and officers the Sunday School 
can build the evangelistic church. It too has mentioned briefly how 
the Friend's Sunday Schools have made their Sunday Schools an evan-
gelistic force. 
Evangelistic Opportunity. The Supreme business of Christianity 
has been to win the lost to Christ and this is what the aim of the 
church has been. That was Christ's one supreme mission according to 
hi d 102 s own war s. "For the Son of man is come to seek and to save 
that which was lost." (Luke 19:10:. 111 am come that they might have 
life, and that they might have it more abundantly." (John 10:10). 
It was Dr. Robert E. Spear who said, "If a man has no religion to pass 
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on, he soon loses what he has." Bishop Azariah, a great evangelist 
f I d • • • t d th t II t d 1 • 11104 o n ia, insis e a we are no save un ess weare saving. 
The members of the churches who have been regular at the bus-
iness of winning souls have belonged to the Sunday School. Pastors 
and evangelists everywhere testify that the people upon whom they 
must depend to help in winning people to Christ in their meetings have 
been the officers and teachers in the Sunday Schools and the members of 
the different classes.105 Dr. B. V. Ferguson, pastor of the First 
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Baptist Church, Fort Smith, Arkansas, made the following statement: 
"Probably 90 per cent of the people not in 
Sunday School are more or less irregular in their 
church attendance and in all other matters pertain-
ing to the church life. We average two evangelist-
ic services a year here, one led by an outsider 
and one directed by the pastor. We have observed 
a ccurately that 95 per cent of the people reached 
in all of our revivals are ones who have been enlisted 
in the Sunday School. These are not isolated 
cases. It is an established fact that evangelistic 
opportunities al06round almost exclusively in the Sunday School. 11 • 
The Sunday School has been an outreaching agency and its bus-
iness has been to bring into its membership both those who are saved 
and those who are lost·. A glance at any Sunday School roll, where 
any sort of organized effort hasl:Ben made to build up the membership 
of the Sunday School members, especially amcng, the young people and boys 
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!mP,sgfunillsiimSnY, are not christian. The children, the boys and girls, 
and the young people, constitute a large part of the membership of the 
Sunday School and they are most . susceptible to the gospel message. 
[~ ll-·:::1 Thus, their presence have made the Sunday School a fruit£ul evangelistic 
opportunity. 108 
Most Sunday School teachers of Juniors and Intermediates have · 
not realized what a responsibility they have taken. 
On the average 75 per cent of the Juniors, 
45 per cent of the Intermediates, 15 per cent 
of the young people, and 8 per cent of the adults 
who attend Sunday School are evangelistic possib-
ilities, the soul winning opportunitieR in the 
Sunday School cannot be over-looked.lo~ 
The very . characteristic5of these pupils have been God-given 
.,'----...._ 
opportunities to win them to Christ. Sunday after Sunday the teachers 
have had before them in their classes those who are tend erhearted, 
trusting, gentle, free, frank, impulsive, unsettled, doubting, ambitious, 
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and aspiring. They have believed the Bible to be the word of Uod 
and have bad faith in their teachers. That bas been the logical 
time 1·or the alert skillful, Spirit filled teachers to lead them 
to Christ. Moreover, the mature people who are lost, but members 
of the Sunday School, have been far more susceptible to the con-
victing power of the Holy Spirit and have responded much more readily 
to the gospel call than those who do not attend and who do not study 
the Bible. 
Evangelistic Responsibility. Most Sunday School t eachers of 
Juniors and Intermediates have not realized what a responsibility they 
have taken; for when the parents have failed to challenge the child to 
accept Christ, then the responsibility has l:een placed upon the teacher. 
The teacher must make opportunity to be alone with each child and build 
up friendship and trust. It has been advisable for the teacher to 
share his own religious experience and best insights with the child and 
l· .... r:~Jc 
-sought- to remove problems and hinderances and presented: the child with 
a choice to be made. He cannot save the child, but is able to point 
him to the one who can abundantly pardon. To be sure this has taken 
time and prayer, but it has been just as much a part of being Sunday 
School teacher ~n teaching the lesson, and if one has not had the time 
nor the burden for this part of the work, he should not have accepted 
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a class. 
The Home 9£. ~ Church. Walter Squires conducted a survey some 
years ago in which he discovered that nearly sixty per cent remained 
faithful after five years had elapsed. In these same churches only 
thirteen per cent of the converts reached by other agencies were 
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faithful after five years. 
The evangelistic responsibility becomes more pertinent when it is 
realized that more students drop out of Sunday School as they grow 
older. The Indiana survey showed a sharp falling off of Sunday 
School attendance after the age of twelve. 
"For example, if one were to follow one 
hundred children who were in Sunday School at 
the age of twelve, only eighty-three of the 
pupils would be attending one year later at 
the age of thirteen, at the age of fifteen, 
only sixty-seven would remain; at age sixteen, 
only fifty; and by the time they reached the 
age of eighteen, two-thirds, or all except 
thirty-four, would have dropped out g~ eunday 
·--- ···- -- / '\ School. With boys,.,,. expecially, the(,J_ose ;is 
high. Of twelve boys in the Sunday SChool at 
the age twenty-two as a member of the church, 
while one in every eight girls similarly unites 
with the church. There has been a great loss of youth 
to the ch~ch through the neglect of effective evan-
gelism. nll 
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Judge Crane, of the Supreme Court of New York stated, "A church 
that is not alarmed by the absence of her children is not worthy of the 
slow death which is her fate."113 Sixty to eighty per cent of the people 
in the Sunday School have gone home and have seldom if ever heard a 
sermon. The reason only twenty per cent of the Sunday School scholars 
are converted while they a re attending sessions has not been due 
entirely to the lack of evangelistic fervor in the Sunday School. It 
must be remembered that the comparatively small fraction converted in 
Sunday School eventually constitute three fourths of our church mem-
bership, while the other fourth has been largely made up of adult 
converts who at some time were under the ministry of the Sunday Schoo1.114 
Evangelism and Education. Training has been essential, and the 
home and the church have been guilty before God if they have not taken 
every care to train and direct the child; but even Christian training 
has not taken the place of the conversion. Christian training has 
prepared the way for conversion and interprets Christian living.ll5 
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The supreme power for Christian living and for fruitful activity 
has been possible only through the dynamic of a Christ-centered 
life. The basis of evangelistic education, the source of its power 
. 116 
and of all its activities has been f'ound at this point. 
The aim of education has not been to f ill the mind with in-
formation, as was once believed; nor merely to "draw out" the hidden 
qualities of the mind, as later educators orfered; nor to produce 
accurate and adequate adaptability to the environment, as many 
recent educa tors have asserted; but to secure power in action. 117 
Christian religions say; "Let us guide you into 
a complete fellowship with God." Evangelism cries: 
"Such fellowship is possible only through faith 
in Jesus Christ. First of all, believe in the Lord 
Jesus Christ." 
Evangelism is concentrated upon one single supreme 
endeavor; religious education is diffused, and 
attains its ends by various means and instrument-
alities. 
Evangelism is purely spiritual; religious eduII~ion 
combines the intellectual with the spiritual. 
The far-seeing religious educator has attempted to make all 
of his teaching so vital and awakening in its character that is 
shall lead naturally to conversion and to a decision for Christ and 
Hi ~ 1.r 119 s way o_ 1 e. 
Evangelism ~ Methods. Because of the tendency for the child 
to be so easily influenced by the group, some have felt that any 
type of mass evangelism has not been the best for children. This has 
been particularly true of the revival meetings which have been within 
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the experience of children. Children should be spared coercive 
methods or extreme emotionalism of the flesh that goes under the 
guise of spiritual manifestations .~ 2le ''<:< j 
If children are in the congregation and have expressed a 
desire to accept the invitation to the Christian way , certainly no 
one would discourage them; but the church has been responsible to 
see that those who pray with the children and instruct them under-
stand them and know them and know how to guide them in making that 
most important decision. Another danger of the revival method with 
children has been that under the pressure or emotion which may seem 
necessary to reach adults, they have made an attempt to decide for 
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Christ before they are prepared. 
A much sounder program of evangelism with children has been 
based on the idea that evangelism in its most sacred sense has been 
the supreme end of the educational work of the church. The purpose 
has not been to t each the Bible only, not to aid in the development 
of Christian Character alone, but to win the pupil to the Christian 
way and develop a life impowered by the Spirit of God.123 
·when the child has been awakened to feel his need for God 
and has asked f orgiveness for his wrongs, faith then is easy and 
he senses f orgiveness. He has chosen the christian way and has 
committed himself to follow that way. God's response to this faith 
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and commitment brings what has been known as the conversion experience. 
It has not been principally an emotional experience, but a faith exper-
124 
ience. 
This calls for personal dealings with child-
ren. Even if there has been a group appeal, each 
child should be dealt with individually. And no 
person is better suited to do this than the Sun,J..-
day School tea~her or the Christian parent. They, 
even more than the pastor or the "evangelist 11 
who is asked to take the closing exercises of the 
Sunday School during the annual "revival", know 
the problems of the child and the preparation 
for this event. Intelligently, sympathetically, 
they fa~ deal with the vital issu:e<· ·in the child 1 s 
life. 2 
~Pastor's Place. Out of the thirty-eight Friend's Super-
intendents thirteen provided an opportunity for the pupils to be 
saved during the Sunday School assembly. Nine of the forty-two 
Friend's pastors appeared before the Sunday School assembly for the 
purpose of making an evangelistic appeal, while only one visited 
the Sunday School class in order to give an evangelistic message and 
invitation on the mental level of the pupil. This may be accounted for 
by the fact that only twenty-five of the pastors felt that the main 
objective was to teach the Bible. Only thirty of the Sunday School 
superintendents felt that evangelism was .the main objective. 
This emphasis has been handed down to the teachers for out 
of 290 teachers 213 believed that the main objective was to win the 
pupil to Christ. To teach the Bible, to entertain the pupil during 
class time, to learn to know the pupils and help them in their 
problems, and to bring about changes in the religious nature of the 
pupil were given as the main obje'ctive of the Sunday School. 
From, the standpoint of the pastor, much has been possible 
by way of evangelism. 
Perhaps one of the greatest needs of all 
times i s for the right kind of pastors. The 
church members follow the pastor or they do not 
follow anybody. The gospel is preached by the 
pastor dr it is not preached at all.126 
Unless the pastor bas taken the initiative in Sunday School 
evangelism little will be accomplished. "The pastor who has 
neglected to mention the Sunday School from the pulpit on Sunday morn-
ing need not expect the enthusiastic support bf his Sunday School 
organiza tions i n working for the attendance of lost people in the 
preaching service . 127 
The pastor must want the lost people i n 
his preaching service. He must let them lmow 
that he wants them o He must say so from his 
pulpit . He may tell the officers and teachers 
a t every officers a.~d teachers meeting and in 
every worker 1 s conference that he expects them 
to put the lost in the preaching services. He 
may visit every department and every class e.t 
least once a quarter and tell the Sunday School 
pupils that he wants them and expects them to 
a ttend the worship service~l28 
One reason offered as to why pupils do not remain for the 
preaching service has been that they do not like to attend., The 
statement has been made that if the pastor and Sunday School work-
er insist . upon their staying they will prejudice the pupils against 
the church service so that they will not attend . However , the men 
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and women of today who have been the most regular in a:btendance upon 
the public services have come early in life o Parents have not ex-
cused their children from attendance · upon the sessions of the day 
school because of their disinclinat ion to go .,129 nTrain up a child 
in the way he should go , and when he is old, he will not depart from 
i t .' (Proverbs 22:6) 
It must be noted here tha t out of the twenty-five pastors 
who· appeared before the Sunday School a ssembly only n ine gave an 
evan gelistic appeal at tha t time o Only one out of forty-tvm pastors 
visited the class during the c lass s es sion in order to give an even-
gelistic message and inv:i.ta·cion ., This of course explains the fact 
that only thirteen out of forty-two Sunday Schools coul d report 
converts for the· Yearly Meeting Year of 1952 and 1953. It was also 
noted that thr ee Sunday Schools have tmsaved teachers or officers 
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and only sixteen pastors have trained their teachers in soul winning. 
Conclusion. Since the Sunday School affords the greatest 
evangelistic opportunities and since it is the pastor's place to 
win the lost to Christ, it is impossible for him to escape the 
responsibility of making the Sunday School an evangelistic center. 
The pastors who have put evangelism into their Sunday Schools have 
put the Sunday School into the church. The Pastors have had to be 
the supervisor in this regard:iil~order that the teachers and officers 
work with the same aim. 
· CHAPTER VI 
THE TEACHER 
Introduction. In this chapter the qualifications and duties of 
the teacher were stated inprder that the supervisor might more intel-
; 
ligently supervise the teaching situation of the teach_er. Also the 
need of proper equipment was suggested. 
Qualifications of the Teacher. Of the 290 Friends' teachers 
answeriiir.g:~ the questia:maires 272 were over twenty-one and 190 were women 
of whom 178 were housewives. As for their training, it was noted that 
' ' 
' 271 were gr~de school graduates, 218 were high school graduates 
' 
seventy had attended Bible School, while twenty-nine graduated, and 
143 attended college, and seventy-two graduated. As::f'ei"<e.s those having 
trai ning in education procedure or method, 150 answered to the affirm-
ative, and 212 said they had attended either Leadership Education 
Classes or Teacher training classes. The use of the rating scale to 
test the teacher's ability seemed ' to be something new for only forty-
seven teachers had ever used one. On the other hand·. a very high number 
of the teachers had read books and periodicals which gave information 
about methods, eq~ipment and curriculum. 
As pointed out in a previous chapter, every suooBSsful teacher 
should understand what has been involved in Christian Education. 
Since the teacher has been an important part of the educational pro-
gram of the church, he should Q.refully aware of its aim and method and 
realize his part in it.130 
The successful Sunday School t§acher must know 
many things. He must know the:. Beble, · he must know 
the pupils, he must know how to teach, he must know 
the art or class building, he must have a working 
knowledge or the science of general Sunday School 
administration, he must know how to win his lost 
pupils to Christ, he must know how to build Christian 
character, he must know the doctrines of his church, 
he must know how to lead his pupils out into service, 
and much more. Nothing less than a knowledge of all 
these things will meet the insistent demands made 
upon those who teach in the present-day Sunday 
S h 1 1'311 -. ' c 00 • I 
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Other than that of executive ability the qualifications of the 
., 
teacher are identical to that of Superintendent.132 
Duties of the Teacher. The qualifications of the Friend's 
teachers have as a whole been very good but perhaps their great-
est weakness was revealed in their failure to do visitation work. 
Out of the 290 teachers only eighty reported that they visited all 
their pupils, 123 visited the sick pupils and 145 visited prospective 
pupils, however, 223 contacted the absentees. Only sixty-five teachers 
had their pupils carry on a visitation program. 
Arthur Flake, in his book entitled, !lll1 ~ Functions ,Qf ~ 
Sunday School, said, 
The Sunday school teachers and pupils should 
keep in touch with the field by constant visit-
ation in the homes. Every Sunday School should 
observe a regular visitation program. Nothing 
else will take its place. 
In Sunday School visitation those who go are 
frequently seeking to reach new pupils and to bring 
back absentees. However, each visitor should be 
alert to gather information regarding all unen-
rolled members of every family. He should be in 
search of any information which will assist the 
pastor and church in ministering to bot h the physical 
and spiritual needs of the people. 
Visitor should keep a sharp .lookout for new 
people moving into the community, for cases of sick-
ness, for people in distress and trouble and for 
those who are lost and sin-sick.133 
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It has been the duty of the teacher to plan social events at 
least once a month. IM In this area only 134 of' the Friend's teachers 
reported to have any social functions for their classes. 
Of course the main duty of the teacher is to teach the lesson. 
Clarence H. Benson said, "The object of our teaching is to make some-
thing happen in the lif'e of our pupils. tt He further added, 11The test 
r 
of our teaching is what happens in the life of our pupil.135: ~ 
The creative teacher first thought of the pupils and their 
needs for living the abundant life. This primary interest determined 
the selection of materials and the methods of teaching. Thus learning 
bas been more than ability to repeat ideas or even to undePstand 
those ideas. Therefore, evidence of real learning has been found in 
/ 
the changed actions and attitudes of the learner. t36 
It hasl:een very interesting to study the Friend's t eachers at 
this point. While 181 said that they knew the basic needs of their 
pupils, 218 teachers sought to relate the Sunday School lesson to 
the felt needs of the pupils. This in part hascccounted for the fact 
that fifty-five t eachers have trouble gaining and holding the pupil's 
attention. 
Equipment. Supervision has often been con1'ined more to methods 
and procedure yet improvement must include equipment. Inadequate and 
unsuited eq~ipment has interfered with the best type of work. 
Barnette in his book, ~ Church using its Sunday School, stated the 
following: 
Separate classroom space shou!d be provided, 
for each class in a Sunday School, if it is at all 
possible. However, where all or part o1' the 
classes must meet in one room, curtains or screens 
can be used to provide separate rooms for the 
classes. While such an arrangement is not ideal, 
/ 
yet it makes the work of a class more ei'fective. 
Because of the small cost, any church can provide 
curtains and thus have a separate classroom for 
every class.137 · 
According to the Friend's teacher's questionaires, 137 had 
rooms without any permanent walls, and twenty-one had no divisions 
at all. 
The proper height of chairs has ·: teen very important for the 
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little children. Restlessness in the class-room has often been the 
cause of the discomfort of improper seating. Twenty-one of the 
Friend's teache~s of the smaller classes reported that their pupil's 
feet did not reach the floor. Also, a good supervisor has checked 
the temperature of the room. The majority of the Friend's class-
rooms have alright at this point. 
Most 01· our present generation grew up in small Sunday Schools 
which gave them little in the way 01· equipment, but the generation 
now being trained in departmental Sunday Schools will find it much 
easier to~preciate the needs of the modern school.138 
Conclusion. Sunday School teachers in this day and age must 
have training to meet the need of the child. Public school teachers 
have been trained , thus the pupils expect as much from their Sunday 
School t eachers. A good vi sitation program has always proved vital. 
And l ast , the equipment of' t he Sunday School is .an important factor 
in the ,teaching process. 
CHAPTER Vll 
CUMPARlSUNS AND CU.NCLUSlUNS 
The Educational Standard for Friends Pastor's ll.;ducetianel 
Qua1ifications 
Pastors 
A good education is neces- The Oregon Yearly meeting 
sary for ministers in most soci~ of Friends have no educational re-
eties of today; therefore most quirements, ~ut have required two 
progressive denominations make years of preaching before the call to 
-
certain requirements, the Bach- the ministry can be recorded. However, 
elor of Arts degree and the Bach- twenty-six of the forty-two pastors, 
elor of Divinity or the Bachelor who answered the questionaire, have 
of Arts degree and a Conference earned the Bachelor of Arts degree 
Course of study are essential to and two have received the Bachelor 
ordination in many denominations. of Divinity degree. 
ln order to supervise the Seventeen pastors have not 
Sunday School every Pastor must received any training in Christian 
have some course in Christian Education, while seven pastof·s have 
Education with special reference not read information about the fol-
to the local church. Also they lowing: Su..~day School methods, super-
should continue reading the latest vision, administration, or equ~pment. 
information concerning Christian 
Ed,ucation. 
Standard Pastoral Administration 
!!! ~ Sunday School 
Pastors should thoroughly 
identify themselves with the 
Friends Pastor• s Administration 
.!!! ~ Sunday School 
Thirty-eight out of forty-
two pastors had organized Sunday 
Sunday School and be present at 
every Coun'cil meeting where their 
wise counsel is available. 
~he pastor must keep the 
c'nrch activities and the Sunday 
School activities from conflicting 
by planning the year's program 
together. 
Standard Pastoral Supervision 
of ~ Sunday School 
It is the pastor's duty 
to have general oversight of the 
School, not in the realm of an 
executive officer, but rather by 
counseling and advising. 
Pastors must attend Sunday 
School. As for teaching a class 
no definite rule was made only 
that supervision is possible 
or the pastor is free to do so. 
The ideal pastor will visit the 
class rooms in order to supervise 
the te aching process. 
Standard gualifica~ .Q! ~ 
Superintendent 
It is essential that every 
Superientendent be converted and 
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School Councils which they attended. 
Other than that, the average pastors 
gave only twenty-five per cent of 
their time to Sunday School work. 
Only fifteen Friend 1 s pas-
tors made a calendar of all church 
and Su..~day School activities. 
Supervision 2f Friend's Pastor 
of ~ Sunday School 
Thirty-eight Friend's min-
isters have taken the oversight of 
the Sunday School by acting as coun-
selor and advisor. 
lt was noted that one Friend 1 s 
pastor ~ did not attend Sunday School, 
twmty-one taught a Sunday School class 
regularly, and four were substitute 
teachers. Thirteen of the pastors, 
that answered the que siibnnaire s, 
reported that they had visited the class 
The Qualifications of the Friend's 
Superintendent 
All the superintendents of the 
Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friend's 
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living daily so that the community who answered the questibn.~aire tes-
regards him as consistent in his tified to a board against exper-
profession. ience of salvation. 
Special training is a Thirty-,four of thirty-eight 
~ for the Superintendent, 
the reason for his election to 
that high office is that he knows 
more about running a Sunday School 
efficiently than anyone else in 
the church. 
Standard Administratiive Duties 
of ~ Superintendent 
The duties of the super-
intendent exceeds that of cond-
uctingthe "opening exercises". 
Helpers should often be used 
in the opening assembly, so that 
the superintendent can be at lib-
erty to look after. more important 
matters. Uuring the class sessions 
he should survey the work done, 
always noting progress and places 
Superintendents have graduated from 
high school, twenty-six have attended 
college on university, with sixteen 
graduation: f rom the same; and six have 
done graduate '1'1.)rk. Twenty have had 
training in methods of education and 
twenty-one have attended leadership 
training classes, while fifteen have 
had other types of training which 
as sists them in their work as a 
superintendent. 
The Administration of~ Friend's 
Superintendents 
Thirty-two of the Friend's 
Superin&endents took charge of the 
"opening exercises, 11 while only three 
thought that it was the main duty. 
Seven superintendents could not survey 
the work because they also taught a 
class. 
for improvement. 
The superintendent 
should be in contact with the 
minister as the Sunday School 
work is planned and promoted. 
It is the duty of the super-
intendent to promote and protect 
the teaching ministry by constant 
supervision of the methods and 
curriculm the teacher uses and 
presents. 
The Sunday School must 
have regular meetings for the 
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Only thirty-one of the super-
intendents consulted with their 
pastors as to plans of the Sunday 
School, however, only tlilenty pas-
tors even discussed their duties 
as superintendent with them. 
Nineteen superintendents knew 
the methods their teachers were using 
and just twenty-two had standards for 
the teachers. Twelve reported that 
they visited the classes to dis-
cover what the teacher was teaching. 
None of the Sunday Schools 
had weekly meetings. Twelve, how-
teachers and officers whereby they ever, met twice a month, thirteen 
are ·able to work toward common met every month, and seven assembled 
ideals with unity of thought end once a quarter. Those conducting 
action. Sunday School council meetings varied 
in co-operation, for only fifty per 
cent attended nine of the councils, 
and eight councils reported one 
hundred per cent attendance. 
'l'he superintendent, along 
with the pastor, is responsible 
for planning a visitation program. 
A monthly visitation day has been 
successful whereby both absent 
Out of thirty-nine Sunday 
Schools, four sponsored a weekday 
visitation program, only three had 
teachers who visited all their pupils, 
nineteen carried on a visitation 
and prospective pupils have been 
reached. Yet every absentee should 
be visited some time during the 
week following his absence. 
It is the duty of the 
superintendent to put the Sunday 
School into the church. 
Standards of Sunday School 
Evangelsim 
The Sunday School affords 
the greatest evangelistic oppor-
tunities of any organization in 
the church. Since there are many 
who do not stay 1·or church, an 
evangelistic opportunity and em-
phasis must be in the Sunday 
School. lt is the pastor's place 
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·program. Only twenty-five super-
intendents called in the interest 
of their Sunday School. 
Five superintendents reported 
that one hundred per cent of the Sun-
day School attended church. Seven-
teen Sunday Schools had seventy-
five per cent and stay for the 
weekly Service. Seven Sunday Schools 
were putting fifty per cent and less 
of their attendance into the preach-
ing Service. 
Evang~lism ~ ~ Friend 1 s Sunday 
S~ho0is. 
Out of th~ iba.rty-eight Friend 1 s 
Superintendents, thirteen provided 
an opportunity for the pupils to e 
saved d Li.ring the Sunday School 
assembly. Nine of the forty-two 
F'riend' s pastors gave an evangel-
istic appeal at the Sunday School 
assembly , while ohly one visited the 
to take the initiative in the class rooms for the same purpose. 
evangelistic emphasis. The children Only thirty of the Sunday School 
should have opportunity to give 
their lives to Christ during the 
SLcperintendents felt that evangelism 
was the main obJective, neYertheless,~ . 
the assembly periods and during 
the class sessions. 
Standard Qualifications for 
Sunday School Teachers 
Every teacher must have 
training in teaching methods. 
Teacher training, which makes 
clear the proper duties for each 
teacher is essential. A voting 
scale to test the teacher's ability 
should be used by the teachers 
themsel ve s. 
~ Need .Q! Proner Equipment 
Separate classroom space 
should be provided for each class. 
However, where all or part of the 
classes must meet in one room, 
curtains or screens should be 
used. 
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out of 290 teachers 213 believed 
that the main objective was to win 
the pupil to Christ. 
Qualifications of the Sunday School 
'l'eacher .in ~ Friends Church 
Of the 290 teachers, answering 
the quest:iaonaires, 271 were grade 
school graduates, 21~ were high 
school graduates, seventy-two grad-
uated f.rom college, and twenty-nine 
graduated from Bible School. As 
for those having training in ed-
ucat,ional procedures or methods, 
150 answered to the affirmative, 
and 212 said they had at tended either 
LeaJ.ership Education v1asses or 
Teacher Training Classes. 'l'he use 
of the voting scales to test the 
teacher's ability was used only by 
forty-seven teachers. 
Equipment!!!~ Friend's Sunday 
Schools 
According to the teacher's 
questionnaires, 137 classes had 
rooms without permanent walls, and 
twenty-one classes had no division 
at all. 
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The teaching process must be freed 
of distractions. 
The proper size of chairs ln the class rooms of the 
are ·needed for the smaller children. smaller children twenty-one classes 
Improper seating is often t.t1e cause had insufficient seating in as much 
for discomfort which results in as the pupil• s feet did not reach 
restlessnes. the floor. 
Conclusions 
1. Since the Sunday School is essential to the life of a 
heal thy, growing and progressive church, the pe.stors of the Oregon 
Ye!irly Meeting of Friends should build their Sunday Schools o 
2. Pastors who have been trained for Sunday School supervision 
will be the key to faster growing Sunday Schools; therefore pastors · 
of the Friend's churches must be trained. 
I 
3 . The Sunday School is the hope of the church and the pastor 
is the hope of the Sunday School; hence the Friend ' s denomination 
~~.11 advance in proportion to the time the pastors of the Friends 
churches spend on the Sunday School o 
4 o .A.mong Friend ' s Sunday Schools those with the highest 
standards have made the greatest progress; therefore standards should 
be made in every Sunday School o 
5 . Not all the ideals and standards whi c h were set forth in 
this thesis have been reached in one individual Friends church, how-
ever, each one of the ideals and standards have been realized in some 
church within the Oregon Yearly Meeting. It is concluded therefore 
that a set of standards can be made in anyone of the Friend 1 s Sunday 
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Schools o 
6. The Sunde.y School affords the great est e·vsn gelistic oppor-
tunities , thus evan gelism should be the mai n emphasis for Friend's 
Sunday Schools . 
7 ., Pastors who have put evangel i sm into their Sunday Schools 
have put the personnel of the Sunday School into t he church e 
8 o Pastors through supervi sion are able t o make e~v-angelism 
the common aim of the teachers and officers al ike , hence the workers 
in the Friend ' s Sunday Schools should work with the common objecti ve 
of winning the pupil for Christ o 
9 . Sunday Schools in the Oregon Yearly Meeti ng of today are 
located in areas where the public school teachers have been trained ., 
Children expect the same skillful teaching in the S1mday School as 
found in the public school; therefore Sunday School tei:;.. chers in the 
Oregon Yearly Meeting should be trained o 
10. Ever::r Friend ' s Sunde.y School should start a visi ta.tion 
program beca11se a good vi si ta.ti on program has been vi te.l to every 
successful Sunday School . 
11 o Proper Sunday School equipment is valuable to proper 
teaching; therefore proper equipment should be placed in every 
Fr i end ' s Sunday School . 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE PASTOR 
"The Pastor' s R.elationship to the Sunday School" 
Name of your Sunday School 
-------~~------~------~~ 
Your Name 
----~-~~----------~--------------
Number of years you have been pastor of the church you are now serving 
---
Age: Under 30 ( ) Over 30 ( ) 
I. Qualifications of the Minister 
A. College a t tended 
--------------------------
1. Degree earned or years of college work 
--------------
2. Major field Minor field 
B. Have you done gr aduat e work? Yes (13) No ( ) 
1. If ye s , where? 
~-~~~~~~---
2. Major f ield 
--~~-~~---~----~-----------
3. Degree earned ----~---------------------
C. Have you had any training in Christian Educati on? Yes (25) No ( ) 
If so, what? 
E. Have you had any ot her t ype of training that would assist you in 
Sunday School teE.chi ng and a dministration? Yes (15) No ( ) 
F. Have you ever taught in public or private schools or colleges? Yes (lO) 
No ( ) How many years? 
G. Do you at present hold any Yearly Meeting office related to the Sun-
day School or progr am of Chri stian education? Yes (3) No ( ) 
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H. Have you been a Sunday School Superintendent previous to your pas-
toral work? Yes (5) No ( ) 
I. What kind of reading do you do to keep yourself informed in the work of 
Christian Education? Sunday School methods ( ) Sunday School super-
vision ( ) Church administration ( ) Sunday School equipment ( ) 
II. Pastor's Relationship to t he Sunday School 
A. Administration of the Sunday School 
1. Do you attend the Sunday School Council? Yes (JS) No ( ) Someti mes ( ) 
2. Do you take leadership in t he Sunday School Council meetings? 
Yes (16) No ( ) 
J. Do you act as an advisor to the Sunday School Counci l? Yes (30) 
No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
4. Are you the director of Christian education in the local church? 
Yes ( o) No ( ) 
5. In the admi nistr ation of the entire church program approximately 
what percent of your tLme do you spend in the administrat ion of 
the following organization? 
a. Christian Endeavor 
~~~~~~~~~-
b. Brotherhood ~~~~~~~~-----­
G. Sunday School -~~~-~------­
d. Other 
6. Do you have any problem as to adm:i nistration o f the Sunday School? 
Yes (20) No ( ) State i f desired ---------------
6S 
?. What i s the increase of t he entire church in 1952-1953? 
-----
8 . Do you make a calendar of all church and Sunday School activities? 
Yes (15) No ( ) 
B. Supervision of the Sunday School 
1. Do you teach a Sunday School class regularly? Yes (21) No ( ) 
(If yes, please fill out a t eacher's questionnaire) 
2. Are you a substitute teacher? Yes (4) No ( ) 
3. If you do not teach a class do you attend Sunday School? Yes (14) 
No ( ) ~Qmetimes 
4o Do you visit the classes of the Sunday School? Yes (13) No ( ) 
State purpose if you so desire ------------------
5. What do you feel i s the main objective of the Sunday School? 
Check onlv one 
...;;......;.~-~--
ao Teach the Bible ( ) 
b. Entertain the pupils during the Sunday School session ( ) 
c. Win the pupils to Christ ( ) 
d. Know the pupils problems and help them with their problems( ) 
e. Bring about change s in the religious nature of the pupil ( ) 
6. Do you help with Sunday School program? Yes (27) No ( ) Sometime s ( ) 
?. Have youerer used r ating scale s and standards to evaluate the total 
pr ogr am of Christian Education? Yes (2) No ( ) 
8. Do you help to solve per conal problems? Yes (38) No ( ) 
C. Teacher Training 
1. Do you know what each of t he teachers is teaching ? Yes (20) No ( ) 
3. Do you cou..""ls~l · with your teacher s concerning teaching procedure? Yes (J 
No ( ) 
2. Do you know how each of the teachers is teaching his cla ss? Yes (14) 
No ( ) 
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4o Do you hold special classes for t he Sunday School teachers in 
order to teach them how to teach? Yes (20) No ( ) If yes, how 
often? 
-----
5. Which teacher s , a s a whole, a r e the most effect ive in teaching? 
a. Check which one 
High School graduate ( ) 
Bible School graduate or tho se a t tending a Bible School( ) 
College graduate or tho se attending college ( ) 
Graduat e School graduat e or tho se a t tending a graduate school ( ) 
b. Check which one 
School teacher s ( ) 
Profe ssional men or women ( ) 
Laborers ( ) 
Housewives ( ) 
Students ( ) 
6. Do you know how to conduct a Teacher Training Cour se? Yes (19) No ( ) 
Explain i f you so desire -------------------~ 
D. Evangelism of the pupil 
1. Do you appear before t he Sunday School in its opening o'r clos ing 
assemblies? Yes ( 25) No ( ) If yes, how often? ------
2. Do you make any evangelistic appeals at this tine? Yes (9) No ( ) 
J. Do the majority of t he boys and girls of t he Sunday School know 
you personally? Yes (39) No ( ) 
4. Do you have contact with the Sunday School pupils putside of the 
Sunday School sess ion? Yes ( 34) No ( ) if so, how? (opti onal) 
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5. Do you visit the classes during the Sunday School hour in order 
to give an evangeli stic me ssa ge and invitatiom? Yes (1) No ( ) 
6. What percent stay for church? 
7. Do you have special evangelistic meetings just for the Sunda7 School? 
Yes (7) No ( ) 
8. How many converts did you have in your Sunday School in the Yearly 
Meeting year of 1952-1953? 
9. How many converts did you have in the entire church program? 
Give number of each group. 
a. Children under 12 
-----
b. Young people 12-24 
-----
c. Adults 25 and over 
-----
10. Do you have teachers and officers who are not Christians? Yes (3) 
No ( ) If yes, how many? 
11. Do you train your teachers in soul-winning? Yes (16) No ( ) 
12. What do you do to keep Evangelism central in the work? (optional) 
APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR S.S. SUPERI NTE NDENT 
Name of your ~unday School 
-~---------------------~ 
Your address 
-----------------~·-------------
I. Qualifications of the Superintendent 
A. Personal Informat ion 
1. Are you saved? Yes {38) No ( ) 
2. If yes, at wha t age? ----
3. Age: Over 30 ( ) Under 30 ( ) Male ( ) Female ( ) 
4. What is your occupation? 
-------------------~ 
B. Training of t he Superintendent 
1. High School graduate? Yes (30) No ( ) 
2. Did you attend College or University? Yes (26) no ( ) 
aif yes, name the school --------------------~ 
bDid you gr aduate? Yes (16) No ( ) 
c\That degree ____ Major ------- Minor 
-------
3. Have you done graduate work? Yes (6) No ( ) 
aif yes, where?~------------------------­
bDegree earned? -------------------------
cMaj or field? --------------------------
4. Have you had any training in methcds of Education? Yes (?O) No ( ) 
5. Have you attended Leadership Education classes? Yes (21) No ( ) 
a Where? 
~-----------------------------
b How often? 
cHow many certificates have you earned? -------------
6. Have you had any other t ype of training that would ass ist you in 
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teaching or in the work of t he Superintendent? Yes (15) No ( ) 
If yes, what? 
7. How long h . ave you taught a Sunday School Clas s? 
8. Do you teach a clas s now? Yes (7) No ( ) 
9. How long have you been a Sunday School Superintendent? 
10. Have you held any other offi ce on the Sunday 0 chool Council? 
Yes (15) No ( ) If yes, what office? 
11. What do you need to help you in your work? (optional) 
II. The Sunday School 
A. Total enrolment: 
B. Average attendance for the Yearly Meeting year of 1952-1953? 
C. Do you use the Departmental gr aded system? Yes (25) No ( ) 
1. If yes, how many departments do you have? ~--------~ 
2 . If you have more than one department does each department have a 
superintendent? Yes (13) No ( ) 
If gr aded, check departments you have in your school and number 
of children in each: 
a. Nursezy: Yes (14) No ( ) 
:/.~~-.,.·-·~· -... .. ...._ .... .,,., '; 
If yes, how many (childred?,_, 
"-~~ ~ .... ,---·· --
Number of rooms Approxi-
b. Beginners: Yes (22) No ( ) If yes , how many children? 
Number of rooms ~-- Approximate size of rooms ~~--~--~ 
c. Primary: Yes (23 ) No ( ) If yes, how many children? 
Number of rooms Approximate size of rooms 
--- ---------
d. Juniors: Yes {?:?) No ( ) If yes, how many? __..;··---------
Number of rooms ___ Approximate size of rooms ~----~~~ 
I 
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e. Seniors: Yes (18) No ( ) If yes how many? ___ Number of 
rooms ____ Approximat e size of rooms-----------
f. Young people: Yes (20) No ( ) If yes, how many? 
--------
Number of rooms __ Approximat e size of rooms 
--------
g. Adult: Yes (?3) No ( ) If yes, how many? 
-----------
Number of rooms Approximate s ize of rooms 
---- -------
D. Number of Sunday School Teachers? 
------
E. Number of a s si st ant Sunday School Teacher s? 
-----
F. Number of Sunday bchool Off icers? 
G. Number s of Officer s who are also t eachers? 
H. Number of separate cla ss rooms? 
------
I. Do t wo or more cla sse s meet in one room? Yes (26) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
III. Methods 
A. Order of Service 
1. Doe s the total Sunday School meet together at the opening of the 
r< Sunday School session? Yes (21) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) I 
2o Does t he total Sunday School meet together a tihe closing of the 
Sunday School sessi on? Ye s (15) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
3. How much a ctual cla ss t ime i s ther e i n t he cla ss room? 
------
B. Program 
1. Do you use vi sual aids in the Sunday School a ssembly? Yes (13) No ( ) 
Sometimes ( ) If yes, what? Flannelgraph ( ) Pictur es ( ) Object-
l essons ( ) Film strips and slides ( ) 
2. Doe s the Superintendent take char ge of the Sunday uchool as sembly? 
Yes (32) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
3o Whc. t do you include in your opening assembly progr ams? 
Obj ect les sons ( ) Evangeli sm ( ) Singing ( ) Special Music ( ) 
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Other (optional) 
4. How long is your opening Assembly program? 15 minso ( ) 30 mi ns . ( ) 
mins. 
----
5. Does the Sunday School assembly provide an opportunity for t he 
pupils to be saved? Yes (10) No ( ) 
6. How many pupils stay for the Morning worship service? (percentage) 
7. Which age group do you consider receives the most attention in the 
total program of the Sunday School? 
--------------~ 
IV-. Administration 
A. Sunday School Counc j l or Board of Educat ion 
1. How often does the Sunday School Council meet? weekly ( ) bi-mon. ( 
Monthly( ) Quarterly ( ) 
2 . Does the Sunday School Council take care of all t he business of 
the Sunday School? Yes (20) No ( ) 
3. Is some of the business brought before the ent ire Sunday School? 
Yes (12) No ( ) 
4. What proportion of the teachers and officers at tend the Sunday 
School Council meetings? -H ) t( ) i ( ) All( ) 
5. Are the problems of the teacher discussed a t. the Council meetings? 
Yes (25) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
6. Are techniques and method s of teaching discus sed at the Council 
meetings? Yes ( 15) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
7. Do you have complete freedom in directing the Sunday School? Yes (26) 
No ( ) 
B. Finances and Equipment 
1. Does t he Sunday School have its own Treasure? Yes (30) no ( ) 
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2. When is the cffering taken? During assembly? ( ) During the class 
session in the class rooms? ( ) 
3. Is the Sunday ~chool self supporting? Yes (38) No ( ) 
4. Doe s anyone receive a salary such a s a Christian Educational Dir-
ector? Yes (1) No ( ) 
5. Does the Sunday School have a project surh a s a miss ionary to 
support? Yes (16) NO ( ) 
60 Do you have adequate supplies and equipment? Yes (20) No ( ) 
7. What are your greatest needs? (optional) 
C. Duties of the Superintendent 
lo Do you think the Pastor should work with the Superintendent in the 
interest of t he Sunday School? Ye s (36) No ( ) 
2. Do you think the Pastor should spend all of his time in the sole 
interest of the church? Yes (10) No ( ) 
3. Has the Pastor ever discus sed the duties of the Superintendent with 
you? Yes (20) No ( ) 
4. Do you plan your program, such as socials and special meetings, 
with the Pastor? Yes (31) no ( ) 
5. Doe s the Sunday School sponsor a weekday visitation program? Yes (4) 
No ( ) 
a. Have the teachers visited in t he home s of all t he pupils? Yes (3) 
No ( ) 
b. Has a visitation program been conducted within the past twelve 
months? Yes (19) No ( ) 
c. Does the Sunday School have a workable plan of following up 
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absentees? Yes (17) No ( ) 
d. Do you, a s Superintendent, do any calling in the interest of the 
Sunday School? Yes (25 ) No ( ) 
60 What do you feel is your main function as a Superintendent? 
(Check one only) 
a. Keeping the Sunday School well organized( ) 
b. Leading the opening and closing exercises of t he Sunday School( ) 
c. The management of the business of the Sunday 0chool( ) 
d. The supervision of the teaching of the entire Sunda;i.r School( ) 
e. Visitat ion of the pupils( ) 
f. The enlistment of new teachers( ) 
g . The attaining of the highe st product in Christian character in 
the pupils( 
h. Others ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
7. How f ar in advance do you plan your Sunday School program? 
(Check one) 
1 month ( ) 1 week ( ) 1 quarter ( ) 2 quarters ( ) 1 year ( ) 
8 . Do you make it a pr actice to arrive early at the Church to check 
the readiness of building and the staff? Yes (23) No ( ) If so, 
how early? 15 mins. ( ) 30 mins. ( ) __ mins. 
V Supervision and Teacher Tr a ining 
A,. Supervision 
1. What do you feel i s the main objective of the Sunday School? 
(Check one only) 
a. Teach the Bible ( ) 
bo Entertain the pupils during the cla ss session ( ) 
c. Win the pupil to Christ ( ) 
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d. Know the pupils problems and help them with their problems ( ) 
e. Bring about changes in the religious nature of the pupils' ( ) 
2. How often do you visit each class? Every other mo nth? ( ) 
Twice a year? ( ) Once a year ( ) 
a. What is your purpose i n visiting the classes? (check one or both) 
To find out what the teacher is teaching ( ) To find out how 
the teacher is teaching ( ) 
b. If you do not visit each cla ss of t he school, then who doe s? 
Pastor? ( ) Department Superintendent? ( ) 
3. Do you know the teaching methods each of your teachers a re using? 
Yes (19) No ( ) 
4. Do you have any standards, goals of requirements for your teachers? 
Yes (2? ) No ( ) 
5• What happens to the one who does not come up to t he requirements 
set for teachers? 
a. Let him continue and hope for the b est ( ) 
b. Give him a book to read dealing with t he problem ( ) 
c. Intervi ew the individual personally f or the purpose of instruction 
and encouragement ( ) 
d. Place him in a teacher training course ( ) 
e. Remove t he teacher from the staff ( ) 
f. Other remedies, if you desire to explain~~~~~~~~~~~-
6. Do you have teachers in your school now whom you feel are not fully 
capable of teaching a Sunda;r School cla~ s? Yes (6) No ( ) 
?. Have you ever used standards to evaluate the efficiency of the total 
Sunday School program? Yes (5) No ( ) 
I\ 
I 
~. 
I 
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B. Teacher Training 
1. Does the Sunday School provide teacher training classe s for the 
teacher? Yes (12) No ( ) 
2. How many teachers earned credits in leadership education in the 
following? 
a. Within the local church 
-----
b. Denominational group in your city or area ----
c. Interdenominational groups i n your city or area 
d . Summer Camps and Assemblies 
------
e. Sunday School teachers Conventions 
-----
f. Any other 
3. Does the Sunday School or church provide a library for the teachers 
where they may secure up-to-date books on teaching procedure? 
Yes (8) No ( ) 
4. Do you have the training, or are you sufficiently read, that you 
could t each a teacher training course? Yes (10) NO ( ) 
5. Hhich teachers as a whole are most effective in teaching? 
a. (Check only one) 
Hi gh School graduate ( ) 
Bible School graduate or those attending a Bible School ( ) 
College or University Graduate or those attending same ( ) 
Graduate School graduates or those attending same ( ) 
b. ( Check only one) 
School teachers ( ) 
Professional men or women ( ) 
Farmers ( ) 
Day Laborers ( ) 
Housewives ( ) 
~ 
I 
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The following questions may be answered if you _§.£ desire. 
6. Do you feel that the Sunday School is lacking in effectiveness? 
Yes (17) No ( ) If so, where? 
?. Do you like your work as a Superintendent? 
APPENDIX C 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHEHS 
Your name 
I. Qualifications of the Teacher 
A. Personal information 
1. Age: over 21 ( ) under 21 ( ) --Man ( ) Woman ( ) 
2. Occupation--------------------------------~ 
3. Member of what church? 
----------------
4. At what a ge were you saved? 
------------------------
B. Training of the teacher 
1. Grade school graduate? Yes (271) No ( ) 
2. High school gr aduate? Yes (208~ · No ( ) 
3. Bible school training? Yes (70) No ( ) Did you graduate? Yes (29) 
No ( ) If no, how many years? 
--
4. Did you attend college? Yes (143) No ( ) Did you graduate? Yes ( ) 
\ 
No ( ) If no, how many years did you complete? __ 
5. Have you had any training in education procedure or methods? Yes (150) 
No ( ) 
6. Have you attended any Leadership Education classes or Tea cher Train-
ing classes? Ye s (212) No ( ) 
7. How long have you taught a Sunday School class? 
--------
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8. Have you ever used a rating scale to test your own ability? 
Yes (47) No ( ) 
9. Do you read books and periodicals which give information a bout 
methods, equipment, cµrriculum, etc.? Yes (236) No ( ) 
C. Why are you teaching? (Check which one) 
1. Sunday School Council appointed you? ( ) 
2. Elected by your class? ( ) 
3. You volunteered? ( ) 
4. Recruited by the Pastor? ( ) 
II. Equipment of the Sunday School 
A. Your Class Room 
1. Size of room (approximate) 
3. The total enrollment of your class ~~~~-~~---------
4. Average attendance of your class for the l a.st six months of 1953? 
5. Color of room ------
6. Facilities (Check type) 
a. Benches ( ) 
b. Individual chairs ( ) 
c. Tablet arm chairs ( ) 
d. Do your p-rnpils feet touch the floor? Yes ( ) no ( ) 
e. One large table which pupils sit around ( ) 
f. Individual tables ( ) 
g. Blackboards ( ) 
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h. Flannelgraph board and easel ( ) 
i. Maps of Holy Land ( ) 
j. Movie proj ect or for the cla ss-room use ( ) 
k. Picture charts ( ) 
1. Slide pro.iector for your class-room use ( ) 
m. Sand table ( ) 
n. Cabinet s:nd other storage space- Yes (74) No ( ) 
o. Floor covering? (Specify as to type) 
7. Seating (Check One) 
a. Pupils sit in rows ( ) 
b. Pupils sit around one table ( ) 
c. Pupils sit around several t ables ( ) 
d. Pupils sit around edge of room ( ) 
e. Pupils sit in no uniform pattern ( ) 
8. Heating a nd -..entilation 
a. Winter (Check one) 
Too cold ( ) Too hot ( ) Just r ight ( ) Stuffy ( ) 
b. Summer (Check one) 
Too cold ( ) Too hot ( ) Just right ( ) Stuffy ( ) 
9. Location and Construction 
a. Is your room separat ed from the others by a permanent wall? 
Yes . (197) No ( ) Is your room sound proof? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
b. If the former is no, how i s your cla s s room separated from 
others? 
By curtains ( ) 
By moveable partitions ( ) 
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No division at all ( ) 
III. Evangelism 
f 
] 
A. Number of pupils from Christian homes? ---------
1. How many parent s of the pupils of your cla ss attend Church and 
Sunday School regularly? ~-----
2 . How many parents of the pupils of your class are saved? ------
3. How many pupils i n your class are saved? 
4. Number of pupils in your class who were saved during the Yearly 
Meeting year 1952-1953? 
---
How many of t his number were 
saved in the cla ss during Sunday School hour? 
~----------------~ 
5. Do you give opportunity for the pupil s to be saved during the class 
period? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
6. How many of your class stay for the worship service fairly r eg-
ularly? 
IV. Curriculum 
A. Literature 
1. Do you use Friends literature? Yes (170) No ( ) 
2 . Who purchases your literature? Pastor ( ) Supt. S. S. Sec. ( ) 
Yourself ( ) Someone else ( ) 
3. Do you read t he S. S. Papers given to your pupils? Yes (257) No ( ) 
B. Lesson Helps 
1. Do you use graded le ssons? (That is, lessons made for your part-
icular age : gr oup) Yes (257) No ( ) 
V. Duties 
A. Visitation 
1. Do you visit all your pupils? Yes (80) No ( ) 
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2. Do you visit sick pupils? Yes (1?3) No ( ) 
3. Do you visit prospective pupils? Yes ( 1L~5) No ( ) 
f 
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4. Do you have your pupils carry on a visitation pr ogram? Ye s (65) 
No ( ) 
5. Do you keep a record of each pupil as to background and char acter? 
Yes (35) No ( ) 
6. Do you contact absentees? Yes (2?3 ) No ( ) 
B. Social Contact 
1. Is your class organized with offi cers? Yes (55) No ( ) 
?· Does your class have social functions? Yes (134) No ( ) 
VI. Methods 
A. Class Preparation 
1. Material used in preparation by the teacher. (Check) 
a. Teachers Helps ( ) 
b. Quarterl y ( ) 
c. Concordance ( ) 
d. Lesson gu ides ( ) 
e. The Bible ( ) 
f. Do you use written le sson plans? Yes (69) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
g. Other materials ( ) 
2. Approximatel y how much time do you spend in preparation for each 
a. Is t his time spent before Saturday night? Yes (189) No ( ) 
b. When do you begin your le sson pr eparation?----------
c. How much time do you spend daily on l esson preparation? 
----
3. Do you formulate objectives for each le sson? Yes (176) No ( ) 
10. Do you examine the conditions of t he classroom? Yes (138) No ( ) 
11. Do you plan carefully your cla s s procedure? Yes (162) No ( ) 
B. Teaching the lesson 
1. Method used (Check each item) 
a. Do you gi ve t he pupils a cha.nee t o discuss t he le s son? Ye s (229) 
No ( ) Someti mes ( ) 
b. Do you do all t he t al king or lecture to t he class ? Yes (15) 
No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
c. Doe s each pupil read a ver se a nd give meaning of t he ver se? 
Yes (33) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
d. Do you have gues t speaker s part of t he time9 Yes (28) No ( ) 
e. Do you l et your pupils teach t he cla s s? Yes (23) No ( ) 
f. Do you read t he le sson di scuss ion from t he Quarterly dur i ng t he 
clas s period? Ye s (31) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
g. Do you. appoint committees to i nvestigate cer tai n a spects of 
the lesson? Yes (6) No ( ) Someti me s ( ) 
h. Do you u se the pro j ect method? Yes (6) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
i. Do you use t he story tel ling method? Yes (137) No ( ) Some-
t i files ( ) 
j. Do you use t he questi on and answer method? Yes (105) No ( ) 
Somet i mes ( ) 
k. Do you give to t he cla ss Bible outlines? Ye s (16) No ( ) 
Sometimes ( ) 
1 . Do you give a s si gnment s t o be compl eted outside of class t ime? 
Ye s (48) No ( ) Somet i mes ( ) 
m. Do you r eview past and pre sent l essons? Yes (173) No ( ) Some-
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4. What do you feel is your main objective in teaching your Sunday 
School class? 
a. Teach the Bible ( ) 
b. Entertain the pupi ls during class time ( ) 
c. Win the pupils to Christ ( ) 
d. Learn to know the pupil s and help them in their problems ( ) 
e. Bring about changes in the religious nature of the pupil ( ) 
5. Do you have trouble gaining and holding the pupils' attention? 
Yes (55) No ( ) 
a. Do you know what t he basic need s of your pupils are? Yes (181) 
No ( ) 
b. Do you try to gain their interests through meeting these 
needs? Yes (185) No ( ) 
c. In your teaching, do you use t he interest of the pupil a s a 
point of contact? Yes (217) No ( ) 
d . Do you relate the Sunday School lesson to t he felt needs of 
t he pupils? Yes (218) No ( ) If you do, does it result in t he 
pupils being interested? Yes (167) No ( ) 
6. What proportion of your pupils study the lesson outside of class? 
t ( ) t ( ) i ( ) All None ( ) 
7. What is the length of your cla s s period? -------------
8. Do you have a discipline problem wit h your class? Yes (17) No ( ) 
Someti mes ( ) St ate if you so desire---------------
9. Do you arrive early for your class session? Yes (159) No ( ) If so, 
how early? 15 mins. ( ) 30 mins. ( ) minso 
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time s ( ) 
n. Do you give tests to determine t he effectiveness of your teaching 
and to find out the Bible knowledge of the pupil? Yes (49) No ( ) 
If so, what? (optional) 
2. Which method or methods do you prefer? a. ( ) b. ( ) c. ( ) 
d. ( ) e. ( ) f. ( ) g . ( ) h. ( ) i. ( ) j. ( ) k. ( ) 1. ( ) 
m. ( ) n. ( ) 
3. Do you experiment with different methods? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
C. Use of Visual Aids (Check each item) 
1. Elannelgraph? Yes (42) No ( SometirJes ( ) 
2 . Picture charts? Yes (30) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
3. Lesson leaflets with pictures to go with lesson? Yes (52) No ( ) 
Sometimes ( ) 
4. Lesson leaflets with pictures that do not go with lesson? Yes (3) 
No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
5. Color work that corresponds with lesson? Yes (62) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
6. Color work that does not correspond to lesson? Yes (3) No ( ) Some-
times ( ) 
7. Object lessons? Yes (33) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
8. Motion Pictures? Yes (:::>) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
9. Slides? Yes (2) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
10. Filmstri s? Yes (2) No ( ) Sometimes ( ) 
11. Would you like to learn how to use visual aids? Yes (114) no ( ) 
D. Problems (Check your problems) 
1. Discipline? Yes (41) No ( ) 
2. Attendance? Yes (105) No ( ) 
3. Home cooperation? Yes (77) No ( ) 
4. Theology? Yes (20) No ( ) 
5. Prizes? Yes (11) No ( 
6. Getting pupils to study? Yes (104) No ( ) 
7. Crowded conditions? Yes ( 65 ) lfo ( ) 
8. Absentees? Yes (90) No ( ) 
9o Soul-winning? Yes (83) No ( ) 
10. Visitation? Yes (127) No ( ) 
llo Study? Yes (68) No ( ) 
l2o Training? yes (65) no( ) 
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